Toy Train Auction Lot Descriptions
June, 2015

STOUT AUCTIONS

1 Lionel modern O gauge Halloween and Alien accessories in original boxes. Includes seven 37853 alien billboard sets, five
24227 Halloween animated billboards, and four 24265 Halloween trick or treat figure packs. Items in this group are store
new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

2 MTH Railking modern O gauge buildings in original boxes. Six items include two 90463 Midway smoked turkey leg
stands, two 9093 Firework stands, 90466 country bingo hall, and 90433 road side fruit stand. Items in this group are store
new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

3 Modern O gauge / S gauge operating accessories in original boxes. Includes MTH 90006 Gabe the lamp lighter, 49814
Lionel / American Flyer 49814 floodlight tower, and 49820 Sam the Semaphore man. Items in this group are store new old
stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

4 K Line by Lionel and Railking operating accessories in original boxes. Includes 9129 operating shanty, 9132 operating
billboard, 22658 operating flagman shanty, and 22327 Tommy’s Fun on a Bun illuminated grill with smoke. Items in this
group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

5 K Line by Lionel modern O gauge sign sets. 105 sets mix of 22472 Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey, 22482 WWII,
and 22428 Ford. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in
their packaging.

6 Modern O gauge accessories from Lionel and K Line. Group includes 6 37120 sign sets, two 62180 sign sets, 6 14420 ice
block sets, 2 22304 rail loads, 7 22358 railroad yard sign sets, three 22438 mail cranes, three 21721 roadway sign packs, 9
illuminated vending machines 22193, 22322, etc. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and
are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

7 Lionel modern O gauge 27792 archive pastel freight 3-pack consisting of 27793 caboose, 27794 gondola and a 27795 quad
hopper. Set is new C9-10 however has corner damage.

8 Lionel modern O gauge 24168 operating tire swing accessories in original boxes. Five are new in the box C10.
9 Lionel modern O gauge operating accessories in original boxes, Four items include two 14148 operating billboard vignettes
and two 24160 Rub a Dub Dub. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were
displayed in their packaging.

10 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight original boxes. Includes seven 39435 6477 flats with pipes,
27935 6820 aerial missile transport car, and 39479 6404 flat with brown auto.

11 Lionel modern O gauge NASCAR freight cars in original boxes. Group includes 11010 Jimmie Johnson expansion pack,
five 11025 Jimmie Johnson boxcar, 26353 Kasey Kahne flat with trailer, two 26354 Kasey Kahne flats with stock cars, and
two 26345 Tony Stewart flats with stock cars. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are
sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

12 Lionel modern O gauge Las Vegas cars in original boxes. Includes four 29607 mint cars and three 29612 poker chip mint
cars. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their
packaging.

13 Lionel modern O gauge 25008 Christmas boxcars in sealed master cartons. Twelve cars total. This lot is hobby store new
old stock. Factory sealed C10. May have a shipping label or extra tape from store.

14 Lionel modern G scale Thomas and Friends play pack accessories in original boxes. Seventeen sets total. This lot is hobby
store new old stock. Factory sealed C10. May have a shipping label or extra tape from store.

15 Lionel modern O gauge 25008 Christmas boxcars in sealed master cartons. Twelve cars total. This lot is hobby store new
old stock. Factory sealed C10. May have a shipping label or extra tape from store.
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16 K Line by Lionel modern O gauge 21101 die cast Kansas State quarter hoppers in original boxes. Twelve cars total. This
lot is hobby store new old stock. Factory sealed C10. May have a shipping label or extra tape from store.

17 K Line by Lionel West Virginia state quarter die cast gondolas in original boxes. Catalog number 21105. Seven cars total.
Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

18 K Line by Lionel Iowa state quarter die cast hoppers in original boxes. Catalog number 21100. Seven cars total. Items in
this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

19 K Line by Lionel North Dakota state quarter die cast gondolas in original boxes. Catalog number 21141. Six cars total.
Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

20 K Line by Lionel Colorado state quarter die cast hoppers in original boxes. Catalog number 21108. Six cars total. Items in
this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

21 K Line modern O gauge New York state quarter boxcars in original boxes. Catalog number K765-7431. Nine cars total.
Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

22 K Line by Lionel state quarter cars in original boxes. Group includes seven die cast 21142 South Dakota hoppers and four
21107 Nebraska boxcars. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were
displayed in their packaging. Some of the South Dakota boxes have windows that have yellowed from age.

23 K Line by Lionel state quarter cars in original boxes. Includes five 21104 Oregon boxcars and five 21106 Nevada tank
cars. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their
packaging.

24 Lionel modern O gauge Toy Fair freight cars in original boxes. Ten cars include 29217 1997 boxcar, 7816 1979 boxcar,
7523 1984 boxcar, two 19914 1991 boxcars, two 19937 1995 boxcar, 19931 1994 boxcar, and two 19917 1992 boxcars.
Cars are C8 to C10. Boxes have price stickers.

25 Lionel modern O gauge 7520 incredibly scarce Nibco pipe boxcar in original box. Car is unrun C9-10. Box has very light
corner and edge wear.

26 Lionel modern O gauge 26127 scarce Wellspring clear holiday tank car with confetti in original box. Car is C8-9 with light
run time. Box has light wear.

27 Lionel modern O gauge Burlington aluminum 6-car passenger set including 9576 9577 9578 9579 9580 9588. C8-9 with
very little if any run time. Clean boxes.

28 Lionel modern O gauge uncataloged 26565 2001 employee appreciation cabooses in OB. This was a parting gift for the
Michigan plant employees when the factory closed. Tough car in C8-9 condition. Two cars. Nice square OB.

29 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include three 39340 Thomas Jefferson boxcars, three 29651
Richmond Federal Reserve mint cars, two 36246 20th Century Express boxcars, 36245 20th Century boxcar, and 27307
Pepper Packing reefer. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were
displayed in their packaging.

30 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 26650 M&St.L flat with pipes, two 39281 Florida State
boxcars, 36826 Tony Stewart searchlight, three 29952 Great Northern railroad art boxcars, two 29610 Dixie Honey tank
cars, and 25051 Seaboard boxcar. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or
were displayed in their packaging.
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31 Lionel modern O gauge boxcars in original boxes. Ten cars include four 29225 HORDE boxcars, two 19293 MKT boxcars,
29286 Conrail overstamp boxcar two pack, and 21756 Conrail overstamp boxcar two pack. Items in this group are store
new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging. Some light sun fading on three
boxes.

32 Lionel modern O gauge 1071 Mid Atlantic Limited freight set, circa 1980. The set is factory sealed in individual original
boxes and set box, C10. Set box has some moderate wear at the edges of the lid.

33 K Line by Lionel modern O gauge illuminated vending machines. 96 machines total. An assortment of 22331 Coffee,
22333 Candies, 22332 water, and 22204 snack. More than half the machines are 22331. Items in this group are store new
old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging. Over $900 of retail product

34 Williams modern O gauge TCA 25th anniversary train set in OB. Includes main set with GG-1 and four cars Trains are C9
and appear to be unrun and maybe displayed.

35 Lionel modern O gauge 65022 027 manual right hand switches in master carton. Twelve switches total. This lot is hobby
store new old stock. Factory sealed C10. May have a shipping label or extra tape from store.

36 Unique piece of Lionel history. This is a sealed case of Lionel Revolvers die cast cars. The 21017 assortment pack
includes 48 cars and the master carton with Lionel circle L merchandise label. C10.

37 Lionel modern O gauge 18506 Canadian National RDC Budd car powered and dummy set. Set is factory sealed in plastic
C10.

38 Lionel modern O gauge Layout Control System cables in original packages. Includes three 81499 DB9 cables with 12V
power supply and four 81503 20 foot PDI to PDI cables. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed
C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

39 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 28405 Picatinny Arsenal switchers with TMCC and Electrocouplers in
original boxes. Three units are C9-10, store displayed. Original boxes have one rip and some very light sun fading.

40 Group of 11 Lionel modern O gauge Toy Fair boxcars. Includes three 19956 1998, 19914 1991, two 19911 1990, two
19907 1989, 199962001, 29918 2003, and 20025 2005. Cars are new C9 to C10.

41 Lionel modern O Gauge Lackawanna commuter car set in OB. Includes 18304 set with powered unit. Cars are C8+ with
light run time. End of box is sun faded with price stickers.

42 Lionel modern O gauge Famous American Railroad series no. 2 Union Pacific freight set including; 8002 die cast 2-8-4
Berkshire steam loco and tender, 9366 hopper, 9367 tank, 9383 piggyback flatcar with vans, 9419 boxcar, 9811 Pacific
Fruit Express reefer and 9368 bay window caboose all in OBs. Loco and cars are C8 with run time. Boxes have light wear.

43 Lionel modern O gauge freight packs including 52028 Ford three pack, 11010 NASCAR Jimmie Johnson expansion pack,
and 17246 New York Central Pacemaker four pack. Ford set is open, other two are factory sealed C10.

44 American Flyer modern S gauge 49814 774 floodlight towers in master carton. Six towers in the carton. This lot is hobby
store new old stock. Factory sealed C10. May have a shipping label or extra tape from store.

45 Lionel modern O gauge Wellspring uncataloged freight cars sealed in their master cartons. Includes 26833 radar car and
26127 clear tank car. Cars are new C10 sealed.

46 Lionel modern O gauge toy fair boxcars in original boxes. Ten cars include three 29918 2003, 19977 1999 boxcar, three
29937 2006, and three 29904 2002 boxcars. Cars are new in the box C9-10.
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47 Lionel modern O gauge 18205 Union Pacific Dash-8 40C diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features horn and is in C8
condition with run time.

48 MTH modern O gauge 20-6524 Amtrak Superliner three stripe paint passenger set in OB. Cars are C8, four cars in the set.
original box is heavily water damaged, not very useful, but included. Car untouched.

49 Lionel modern O gauge Monopoly and Scout freight packs in original boxes. Includes 39328 Monopoly pack 4, 39344
Monopoly pack 5, and 30135 Scout expansion pack. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10,
and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

50 Lionel modern O gauge 18556 Chicago and Illinois Midland freight four pack in original box. C9 condition.
51 Lionel modern O gauge 1608 Western and Atlantic General steam set in original box. Set is in C9 condition with little
more than a factory test on the locomotive.

52 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Ten cars include 6290 four pack, 6926 TCA caboose, 29793 Where
the Wild Things Are boxcar, 19484 flat with lumber load, 26215 AEC glow in the dark boxcar, 6920 New York Central
caboose, and 1999 LRRC Gold Member boxcar and kit. Items are C8 to C9. Boxes have some wear, light sun fading, and
price stickers.

53 Lionel modern O gauge Toy Fair boxcars in original boxes. Includes eight 19931 1994 boxcars, 19902 1988 boxcar, 19923
boxcar, and 19914 boxcar. All except one of the cars is factory sealed C10.

54 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten Lionel Railroader Club and visitor center freight cars include 0780 LRRC
boxcar, 16804 1991 LRRC caboose, 19966 LRRC gondola, 19953 1997 LRRC boxcar, two 19930 hoppers, 19924 1993
LRRC boxcar, 19920 visitors opening boxcar, 19932 1994 visitors boxcar, 19927 1993 visitors boxcar. Cars are C8 to C9.

55 K Line modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Fourteen cars include 64234 Santa Fe boxcar, 6415 Jersey Central
boxcar, 6406 1987 TCA boxcar, 640-7405 new look boxcar, 649-107 Federal Pioneer boxcar, two 641-9021 National
Model Hobby boxcar, 90001 KCC boxcar, 1993 Toy Fair boxcar, 1989 Toy Fair tank car, 1991 Toy Fair gondola, and
1990 Toy Fair flat car. Trains

56 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Twelve freight cars include 9045 and 9047 Toys R us boxcars incorrect boxes,
9607 Southern Pacific boxcar, 16806 Toys R Us boxcar, 9823 Santa Fe flat with load, 9734 BAR boxcar, three 7803 Trains
n Truckin boxcars, 9319 TCA mint car, 9466 Wanamaker boxcar, and 9418 Famous Railroads boxcars. Cars are C7 to C8.

57 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Twelve freight cars include 16225 Budweiser vat car, 52049 Artrain gondola,
17885 Artrain tank car, 0784 LRRC covered hopper, 19705 CP Rail caboose, 52036 TCA caboose, 19823 Burlington ice
car, 19803 Reading ice car, 16382 Kansas City Southern flat with bulk heads, 17303 Chesapeake and Ohio reefer, 9815
New York Central reefer, and 16131 Texas and Pacific reefer with a broken wheel set. Trains range C7 to C9.

58 Lionel modern O gauge 8380 Lionel Lines SD-28 diesel locomotive in original box. Locomotive only opened for
inspection. Solid C9 condition. Very light wear on the box.

59 Lionel modern O gauge locomotives and hand car. Includes 18809 Susquehanna RS-3, 4124 Missouri Pacific GP-7 and
28428 Halloween hand car. Trains are C8 with run time, handcar is C9-10.

60 Lionel / Thomas and Friends modern O gauge items including 28883 Diesel locomotive and two 14267 Sir Topham Hatt
operating gateman. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in
their packaging.

61 Lionel modern O gauge Toy Fair boxcars in original boxes. Six cars include 19996 2001, 29904 2002, 29918 2003, 29919
2004, 29925 2005, and 29937 2006. Cars are new C9-10.
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62 Lionel modern O gauge switches in original boxes. Includes two 65167 042 left hand switches, two 65168 042 right hand
switches, 65021 027 manual left hand switch, 5132 and 5133 remote switch pair. Switches are C7 to C10, The 027
switches are C9-10, the 5133 and 5132 are C7 with some light rust on the rails.

63 K Line and Atlas O modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Eight cars include 22640 Central of Georgia boxcar,
two 761-1757 New York Central Express boxcars, 22519 Roma Wine Co. reefer, 7610 Pig’s Eye reefer, 765-7431 New
York quarter boxcar, 21105 West Virginia quarter boxcar, and 1998 Atlas O hopper. Trains are C9 to C10.

64 Group of K Line Super Streets including five 21163 Fastrack grade crossings, twelve 21574 crosswalk straight sections,
five 21575 railroad crossing straight two packs, eight 21572 school straight, 21573 ahead straight, five 21164 Fastrack to
Superstreet transitions. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were
displayed in their packaging.

65 K Line modern O gauge track side accessories in original packages. Includes six K-41873A Heinz billboard packs, six
22308 hook vehicles with crates, twenty 21436 Rings and Things circus sets, eighteen 23922 animal figure sets, thirteen
21325 ringmaster and friends figure sets, nine 21324 Acrobats and clowns figure sets, and 22356 telephone pole set. Items
in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

66 K Line by Lionel modern O gauge snap together building kits and other accessories. Includes four 21388 ranch houses, six
21390 diners, three 21389 super markets, three 22554 auto parts stores, six K4204 animal sets, twelve 21324 Acrobat
figure sets, twelve 22193 illuminated vending machines, 4177 telephone poles, and six Lionel 37112 helicopter packs.
Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

67 K Line by Lionel modern O gauge 21438 operating car remote controls. Six units new in box. These are becoming difficult
to find. C10.

68 Atlas modern O gauge track and Locomatic control box in original box. Includes seven 6082 22.5 degree crossings, five
6081 45 degree crossings, five 6095 0-27 joiner packs, and 6020 Locomatic control box. Items in this group are store new
old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

69 Lionel modern O gauge track in original boxes. Includes two sealed cases of 65504 half O gauge curves 100 sections total,
65021 027 manual left hand switch, and three sealed 22966 figure 8 add on track packs. Items in this group are store new
old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

70 Modern O gauge accessories in original boxes. Items from K Line, Lionel, Railking, and others. Includes four 24244,
37997, 24194, 24194 people packs, two 12744 rock piers, three 21444 figure sets, two 1088 telephone pole sets, 1087 sign
set, 11057 figure set, five Arttista figure sets, eight K-5001SP truck sets, two K663-M005 skeleton car stake sets, 11043
120 piece figure set, 9039 fireworks stand, 12754 trestle set. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed
C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

71 Modern O gauge 1:43rd Railking die cast vehicles in original boxes. Includes fifteen cars such as Shelby Cobra, Pontiac
Trans Am, Mini Cooper, and Humvees. Also included is five 11085 motor cycle four pack. Items in this group are store
new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

72 Huge lot of modern O gauge power and track accessories and more. Includes MRC dual power 027 with two throttles,
MRC Tech II, Lionel CW80, eleven K-0690 lockons, two Lionel small transformers with one power pack, twenty K Line
K-952C whistle and bell controllers, three 1015 wire harness sets, two 1017 TIU barrel jack adaptors, ten 62905 lock ons
with wires, partial box of K Line track pins both steel and insulated, and other miscellaneous lockons, etc. This group is
sold as is shown in photos with items in the C7 to C10 area.

73 Lionel modern O gauge TMCC items, some new in package, some used. Includes Cab-1 remote, 14185 RNXX operating
track controller, TMCC command base, two TMCC power masters, three 14197 20 foot controller cables, three 14196 6 ft.
controller cable, two 12893 PM-1 power master adaptor cables. Cab-1 remote is in C7 condition with missing momentum
button cover and broken antenna top. Other items are C8 to C10.
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74 Lionel modern O gauge trains including 35281 Santa Fe diner missing one door from vestibule end, 37089 Santa snow
globe car with Santa loose in the globe, 38219 Texan non powered FT B unit, 16073 Union Pacific passenger car, 9566
Norfolk and Western aluminum observation, 19139 Norfolk and Western baggage, 27882 Southern stock car, 19345
Canadian National hopper, and 17258 Delaware and Hudson boxcar. Cars range from C7 to C9+ Group sold as is shown in
the photos with no returns.

75 Lionel modern O gauge Dealer Appreciation boxcars in original boxes. Ten cars include two 29954 2007 Christmas
boxcar, two 81093 2013 boxcars, three 39341 2010 dealer boxcars, two 34359 2011 boxcars, and 34360 2012 boxcar. Cars
are C9 to sealed C10.

76 Lionel modern O gauge 65948 dealer catalog centers. Two sealed in their original boxes, one used with catalogs still
inserted. See photos for best description.

77 3rd Rail brass modern O gauge Ambrose Wine Co. six dome tank car in original box. Car is C8-9, however both trucks
have casting fatigue with one broken. Will need replaced. Box has some sun fading.

78 3rd Rail brass modern O gauge 14503 Pennsylvania Tuscan red Chlorine tank car in original box C9-10.
79 Lionel modern O gauge Toy Fair boxcars in original boxes. Ten cars include two 29217 1997, 19996 2001, two 19931
1994, two 7525 1986, two 19989 2000 and 29918 2003. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed
C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

80 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Twelve freight cars include 6233 Canadian Pacific flat, 9492 Lionel Lines
boxcar, 16953 Red Wing shoes flat, 18884 TTOS car, 19917 1992 Toy Fair boxcar, 52114 TTOS NYC flat with Gleason
trailers, 29217 1997 Toy Fair boxcar, 17213 Susquehanna boxcar, 17876 LCCA 1989 convention car, 17870 LCCA 1987
convention car, 17876 1989 LCCA convention car, and 29218 Vapor boxcar. Cars range C7 to C9. A few boxes have mild
wear or sun fading.

81 Lionel modern O gauge scarce uncataloged cars including two sealed 26565 Employee Appreciation cabooses and 36761
sealed Wellspring lighted boxcar. Trains are C9-10.

82 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Twelve freight cars include two 29217 1997 toy fair boxcars, two 19956 1998
Toy Fair boxcars, 19947 1996 Toy Fair boxcar, 29217 1997 Toy Fair boxcar, 19931 1994 Toy Fair boxcar, 34360 2012
dealer appreciation boxcar, 29958 2009 dealer appreciation boxcar, and three 29955 2008 dealer appreciation boxcars.

83 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 7932 Kaybee boxcar, 7817 1980 Toy Fair boxcar, 9113
Norfolk and Western TCA hopper, 7931 Town House boxcar, 9727 TAG LCCA boxcar, two 5734 TCA Railway Express
Agency reefers, 1976 TCA Rocky Mountain reefer, 0512 1981 Toy Fair reefer, and 7521 1983 Toy Fair reefer. Cars are C8
to C9, boxes have light to mild wear.

84 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Eleven freight cars include 19696 US Savings Bond mint car, 52057 TTOS
boxcar, 52047 Cotton Belt TTOS caboose, 17891 Artrain boxcar, two sealed 7803 Trains and Truckin boxcars, 10333
mystery car sealed in box, 29226 Century Club boxcar, 19437 1997 LRRC flat with trailer, and two 6907 New York
Central cabooses. Cars are C8 to C10.

85 MTH Railking modern O gauge cars in original boxes. Seven cars include 7410L 1996 Christmas boxcar, 7800
Pennsylvania refrigerator car, 74288 Holiday boxcar, two 93038 MTH Seminar boxcars, 7492 Isaly’s boxcar, and 7839
Isaly’s reefer. Cars are C8 to C10.

86 MTH modern O gauge 20-2027-3 Southern Alco PB powered B unit in original box. C9-10.
87 MTH Railking modern O gauge dummy B units in original boxes. Includes 30-2173-3 Pennsylvania FA-2, 30-2151-3
Southern Alco B unit, 30-2284-3 Atlantic Coast Line B unit, 30-2341-3 Central of Georgia E-3 B unit, and 30-2243-3
MKT Alco PA B unit. Items are C8+ to C10.
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88 MTH Railking modern O gauge dummy locomotives in original boxes. Four locos include two 30-2318-3 Union Pacific
GP-9, 30-2252-3 Chicago and Northwestern RS-27, and 30-2166-1 CP Rail SW-8. Items are C9-10.

89 K Line modern O gauge cars in original boxes. Eleven cars include 6433 Holiday boxcar, 3785-1 TTOS boxcar, 6433
Christmas boxcar, 761-1752 1999 toy fair boxcar, 6444 Christmas boxcar, 647403 Christmas car, 90006 OL&B ore car,
K90005IC Kennecott Copper Corporation gondola, 91116 Train Express boxcar, K-6401 Christmas boxcar, and 6405
TTOS boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10.

90 Modern O gauge items from Lionel and MTH. Mixed lot includes 18890 LOTS Union Pacific 10th Anniversary diesel
locomotive, 9212 LCCA flat, two 7803 Trains n Truckin boxcars sealed in the master carton, 14258 North Pole Station in
sun faded original box , two Railking 50-1025 diesel locomotive light electrification kits, 12923 Red Wing semi, TMCC
unboxed semi truck, 16873 bathtub gondola coal loads, three boxes of Lionel greeting cards, 37-600 Lionel train station,
Weaver NMRA boxcar kit. Items in the group range C8 to C10, sold as is shown in the photos.

91 Unique piece of Lionel history. This is a sealed case of Lionel Revolvers die cast cars. Carton contains 48 pieces and was
only partially opened to confirm the contents.

92 MTH modern O gauge MT-2124LP Union Pacific gas turbine diesel engine set in original box. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and much more. Set is factory wrapped in the original box, may have been unwrapped for
inspection C9.

93 K Line modern O gauge Pepsi train sets in OBs. Includes TE 1000 set and TE 2000 New Pepsi Generation set. Sets are
factory sealed C10.

94 Lionel and K Line modern O gauge track lot. Fastrack items include five 12035 lighted bumpers and three 12020
uncoupling tracks. Tubular track items include two 65540 90 degree crossovers, 5020 crossing, four K-361 90 degree
crossings, and a few loose sections of tubular and K Line track. Boxed items are NOS, although boxes have mild to
moderate wear.

95 K Line modern O gauge Pepsi train set in OB. Includes TE 1000 set in C9 condition, box windows have some yellowing.
Set is still sealed at the ends.

96 Learning Curve and Brio store displays. Includes two partial Thomas and Friends table sets. Both with major parts missing
such as sides and a table top. Brio figure eight merchandise display appears to be complete and Thomas and Friends
shelves appear to be sealed. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns. See photos for best description.

97 Learning Curve Thomas and Friends wooden railway items including eleven 99179 Thomas Comes to Breakfast
locomotives, 9108 Songs from the Station DVD, five 99904 two inch straight packs, and four inch straight pack. Little
Lionel Lines items include eleven figure sets, eight sign sets, two 92600 tenders, and three 10 inch ascending track sets.
Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

98 O gauge store dealer display items including new in the box 8 cell cardboard display shelf, Lionel Legacy poster, and
Railking merchandising kit. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

99 Lionel modern O gauge JC Penney Texas and Pacific Berkshire Jr. steam locomotive in display case. No boxes. C8
condition with run time.

100 Lionel modern O gauge 18134 dummy Santa Fe 2343 F-3 A unit in original box, factory sealed C10.
101 Modern G scale items from Lionel and LGB. Group includes nine 11039 straight track four packs, three 11040 curved
track packs, LGB 4072 Coca Cola boxcar, Thomas G scale play mat and twenty three 82108 Large scale manual
uncouplers. C8 to C10 condition in the group.
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102 Group of Lemax buildings mostly from the Enchanted Christmas collection. Other figures and accessories also included.
Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns

103 Lionel modern O gauge mock up Pepsi Cola train set. Set was a prototype for a later Pepsi set to be produced for Train
Express out of Indianapolis. No track or transformer. C7-8 condition. These come from the archives of Train Express
in Indianapolis.

104 K Line modern O gauge TE-1000 Pepsi Generation prototype set from Train Express. All cars and locomotive are hand
decaled. Includes a note to Pepsi from Train Express, box mock up sheet, and shipping box with return label from Pepsi.
The set box is also a well done mock up of the final box. Also included is a sign from Train Express advertising the set.
These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

105 K Line modern O gauge 4312 Ruffles Chips prototype boxcar. Includes mock up car with decorations which printed
differently than the finished car and an undecorated sample to test the paint mask. Includes art sheet and approval sheet
from K Line. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

106 K Line modern O gauge 4310 Tostitos prototype boxcar. Includes mock up car that appears to be a finished sample and a
partially decorated sample to test the paint mask. Includes art sheet and approval sheet from K Line. These come from
the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

107 K Line modern O gauge 4320 Hickory Bar-B-Q tank cars. Includes a finished sample and a decorated partial shell.
Includes art sheets and approval sheet from K Line. Samples all created for Train Express in Indianapolis

108 K Line modern O gauge mock up freight cars. Three cars that were never produced including Life Savers Gummi Savers
gondola with crates, Fruit Stripe gum boxcar decorated only on one side, and Charmin gondola with rolls. Cars are hand
painted and decaled. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

109 K Line modern O gauge Planters Peanuts mock up / prototype switcher and caboose. Both are hand painted and decaled.
Caboose shell has one broken body tab. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

110 K Line modern O gauge Pepsi Cola 1906 / 1936 mock up / prototype hoppers. Both hoppers are spray painted with decals
applied that are close to final production. Interesting note that Indiana is abbreviated ID not IN on the car. Also includes
two art samples for the car one is a very early design. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

111 K Line modern O gauge TE4210 Diet Mountain Dew boxcars. One in damaged box, the other two unboxed. C8-9
condition. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

112 K Line modern O gauge prototype Subway restaurant prototype passenger set. Set was mocked up for a promotion that
never materialized in 1994. Very unique set, some dust and scratching to the roofs on the passenger cars. These come
from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

113 K Line modern O gauge prototype Subway restaurant prototype freight set. Set was mocked up for a promotion that never
materialized in 1994. Includes some of the original paperwork and art to pitch the idea to Subway. Very unique set, some
dust and scratching to the roofs on the cars. Also, Subway emblems are loose from the sides of the gondola. These come
from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

114 Lionel modern O gauge Pepsi Holiday boxcar prototype. This car has a wrap applied over a vapor records boxcar. These
come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis. We wish this car would have been produced.

115 K Line modern O gauge 4206 Diet Pepsi gondola production samples. Two with trucks, one without. Five crates included.
One K Line prototype art sheet included. See photos for best description. These come from the archives of Train
Express in Indianapolis.

116 K Line modern O gauge Frito Lay production sample trains. Includes 4301 locomotive, 4321 Cheetos tank car, 4311 Rold
Gold boxcar, 4330 Doritos gondola, and 4340 Fritos caboose. Cars are finished production samples. Also included is final
sample artwork for the Doritos, Cheetos, and Fritos cars. These come from the archives of Train Express in
Indianapolis.
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117 K Line modern O gauge 4312 Mountain Dew prototype boxcars. Includes two mock up cars with hand applied decoration.
Includes art sheet from K Line. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

118 K Line modern O gauge 1898 production sample Pepsi caboose. Appears to be a final production sample ready for
production. Includes art board K Line. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

119 Group of mixed cars and mock ups. Includes MTH tank car with partial Marathon mock up, three 6650 DODX Army flats,
Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey flat, two 6851 CSX flat cars, 5118 Susquehanna boxcar, four Proctor and Gamble
trucks, Fifth Third bank truck, Lionel Train Express semi truck mock up, and three K Line speeder shells including L&N,
Monon, and Nickel Plate. Item sold as is shown in the photos.

120 Very unique group of K Line Pepsi paperwork from the Train Express archives. Includes everything from art samples to
product flyers, contracts, artwork for cars and sets such as a full Mountain Dew set that was never produced, etc. A very
unique look at what it looks like to create a licensed line of O gauge train sets. These come from the archives of Train
Express in Indianapolis.

121 K Line modern O gauge 1973 production sample Pepsi gondola. Appears to be a final production sample ready for
production. Includes art board K Line. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

122 K Line modern O gauge 1951 production sample Pepsi boxcar. Appears to be a final production sample ready for
production. Includes art board K Line. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

123 K Line modern O gauge Diet Pepsi prototype boxcars. Includes two mock up cars with hand applied decoration. Includes
art sheet from K Line. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

124 K Line modern O gauge 1962 Pepsi prototype tank car. Appears to be a final production sample ready for production.
Includes art board K Line. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

125 K Line modern O gauge 4207 Mountain Dew prototype tank car. One is a hand painted and hand decaled model. The other
three appear to be a final production sample ready for production, although one has a slightly more glossy finish. Also
included is a clear shell tank car sample. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

126 K Line modern O gauge 4208 Pepsi prototype boxcars. One is a hand painted and hand decaled model. The other two
appear to be a final production sample ready for production. These come from the archives of Train Express in
Indianapolis.

127 K Line modern O gauge 4204 Pepsi prototype boxcars. One is an early version without the bottle logo. The other two
appear to be samples that are close to production with some minor changes to the bottom of the bottle coloring. These
come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

128 K Line modern O gauge 1994 Pepsi switcher production samples and artwork. Both appear to be final production samples.
Artwork sample from K Line also included. These come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

129 K Line modern O gauge 1993 Pepsi switcher production sample and artwork. Appears to be final production sample
missing horn and bell details. Artwork sample from K Line also included. These come from the archives of Train
Express in Indianapolis.

130 K Line modern O gauge Ford Signature train set artwork and proposals. Very unique group of papers showing proposed art
work and proposal letters to Ford for the set. Includes an interesting letter from Ford stating that they had just entered into a
licensing agreement with Lionel and therefore turning down the project. Neat group.

131 K Line modern O gauge 4209 Diet Pepsi production sample cabooses. Complete caboose has scratch up one side. These
come from the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.
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132 Large group of K Line / Train Express prototype paperwork etc. Interesting items include artwork for a Red Gold Tomato
train, line drawings for various locomotives and cars, license agreements with Frito Lay, papers with set production
numbers for the Pepsi sets, box art work samples, etc. Also included is a mock up car box for Frito Lay. These come from
the archives of Train Express in Indianapolis.

133 American Flyer modern S gauge accessories including two 49820 Sam the Semaphore man 758 and 49813 789 baggage
smasher. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their
packaging.

134 American Flyer modern S gauge flat cars with milk containers. Five cars include four 48543 Supplee and 48537 Nesquik.
Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

135 American Flyer modern S gauge operating cars in original boxes. Five cars include 49039 Santa Fe log dump car, 49037
MOW crane car, two 49027 Pennsylvania log dump cars, and 49038 Rio Grande walking brakeman car. Items in this group
are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

136 American Flyer modern S gauge 49814 774 floodlight towers in original boxes. Two towers are store new old stock. Items
are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

137 American Flyer modern S gauge freight cars in original boxes. Nine cars include three 48629 Canadian Pacific hoppers,
five 48354 Southern Pacific boxcars, and 48740 MOW boom car. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are
assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

138 American Flyer modern S gauge Christmas cars in original boxes. Includes three 48563 Silver and Gold flats, two 48566
gondolas with Christmas trees, and four 48368 2007 holiday boxcars. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are
assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

139 K Line modern S gauge cabooses in original boxes. Five cars include two 511-026 Milwaukee Road and three K511-026
Southern Pacific cabooses. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were
displayed in their packaging.

140 American Flyer modern S gauge freight cars in original boxes. Eight cars include two 48357 Winnie the Pooh boxcars,
48541 Delaware and Hudson gondola with pipes, two 48420 Union Pacific tank cars, and three Duluth Missabe and Iron
Range gondola with pipe loads. Items in this group are store new old stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were
displayed in their packaging.

141 American Flyer modern S gauge freight cars in original boxes. Seven cars include three 48544 Western Maryland flats with
girders, 49625 bakelite two pack, and two 48515 New Haven flat with girder loads. Items in this group are store new old
stock. Items are assumed C10, and are sealed or were displayed in their packaging.

142 American Flyer modern S gauge Union Pacific passenger cars including 48908 Pasadena coach, and 48909 Harriman vista
dome. Trains are C8-9.

143 American Flyer modern S gauge 48036 New York Central 2-8-2 Mikado steam locomotive in original box. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Locomotive is factory sealed in the master carton C10.

144 Modern S gauge Union Pacific Big Boy steam locomotive from a modified K Line Big Boy. Locomotive is in C7
condition. Locomotive has sound removed, See photos for best description.

145 American Flyer postwar S gauge items including 322 New York Central Hudson, custom painted Circus work car, World’s
Greatest Show flat with trailers, World’s Greatest Show flat with wagons, repainted 345 Circus observation, TTM-7783
World’s Greatest Show boxcar, and World’s Greatest Show coach with shell loose from frame. Also included is a
circus tent and figures. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in
the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.
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146 American Flyer postwar S gauge trains including 315 Pennsylvania 4-6-2 steam locomotive, nice 947 Northern Pacific
refrigerator car with box, 716 operating hopper with track and button, 973 operating milk car with platform, button, and
lockon, two 24330 Baker’s Chocolate tank cars, 924 Jersey Central hopper, 925 Gulf tank car, 24052 Banana car, 640
hopper missing truck, and repro Keystone line boxcar. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

147 American Flyer modern S gauge 49923 Alton Limited heavyweight passenger two pack in original box. C9-10.
148 American Flyer modern and postwar S gauge accessories and more. Includes 742 reversing hand car, 741 handcar shed,
577 whistling billboard which has been restored with reproduction sign, 27441 red bulb three pack, 27461 beacon lamp
three pack, and 27443 green lamp three pack, 26 service kit, and 640 Pine Canyon Models donut drive in. Group is in
generally nice C6-7 condition. See photos for best description.

149 American Flyer modern S gauge freight cars including 9710 Santa Fe boxcar,. 48302 Canadian Pacific boxcar, 48306
Seaboard boxcar, 9401 Baltimore and Ohio caboose, 48731 Southern Pacific caboose, 9200 Baltimore and Ohio hopper
without box, and reproduction 24242 Bakers Chocolate tank car. Trains are C7+ to C8+

150 American Flyer postwar S gauge items including 2198 Seaboard switcher with broken rear steps and with replacement rear
step set included, Washington FY & PRR steam locomotive, 4068 Planters shell only, 301 steam locomotive only, and 14
new sections of modern S gauge curved track, and seven empty American Flyer original boxes. This is a General Condition
lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

151 Bachmann Spectrum modern On30 logging and mining car three packs. Two sets of 27391 cars and 29801 all factory
sealed in the box C10.

152 Bachmann Spectrum modern On30 25762 Colorado Mining Company two truck class B climax steam locomotive in
original box. Locomotive looks C8 however front pilot step has become detached. Locomotive has been run.

153 Bachmann Spectrum modern On30 25223 Colorado & Southern 2-6-0 steam locomotive in original box. C8 condition
with run time.

154 Bachmann modern 49902 E-Z Command system factory sealed C10. Built for HO, N, and On30 trains. Compatible with all
DC and DCC systems.

155 Bachmann Spectrum modern On30 rail trucks with DCC on board. Includes 29162 Colorado Mining and 29160
Pocahontas Lumber Co. Trucks are in C8+ condition with light run time.

156 Bachmann Spectrum modern On30 25495 SR&RL 2-4-4 Forney steam locomotive with sound in original box. C8
condition with run time.

157 Bachmann Spectrum modern On30 25323 0-4-0 Colorado and Southern Porter steam locomotive and three 26318 Denver
Rio Grande and Western passenger cars. All factory sealed C10.

158 Bachmann Spectrum modern On30 Colorado and Southern freight cars in original boxes. Includes 27723
caboose, three 27523 stock cars, 27023 boxcar, and 27314 Pennsylvania flat car. Cars are C8 to C10.

159 Bachmann Spectrum modern On30 25663 Little River Logging Co. two truck shay in original box. Factory new
C10.

160 Bachmann Spectrum modern On30 25662 Colorado Mining Co. two truck Shay steam locomotive in original
box. Locomotive is C8-9 with little if any run time.

161 Senafor by ETS modern O gauge 54 / 3 Stadtische Strassenbahn trolley set in original box. Includes track and transformer.
Three extra sections of track included. C8-9 with very light run time.
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162 Bachmann modern On30 Hawthorn Village Spirit of America train set. The set includes a locomotive w/ tender,
Liberty/Freedom car, Justice/Honor car, Glory /Majesty car,Discovery / Beauty car, transformer, large group of track
including a number 6 crossover. Trains are C9-10, some of the track is C8 to C10.

163 Bachmann modern HO 40-0185 Orient Express set in original box. Very clean example of this set in C8-9 condition. Boxes
have light wear.

164 Bachmann On30 train sets in original boxes. Includes 25010 Silverton Flyer and 25001 Wonderland Express. Sets are C8
with run time. No track or transformers.

165 Bachmann modern On30 25011 United Traction street car set in original box. Includes track and controller. C8
with run time.

166 Broadway Limited 904 Rio Grande Southern 2-8-0 On30 steam locomotive in original box. Equipped with QSI Quantum
sound. C9-10 with no signs of running beyond a factory test.

167 Bachmann modern G scale 81099 undecorated 4-6-0 steam locomotive in original box. Locomotive features an operating
smoke unit and is in C8 condition. Box has mild wear.

168 Lionel modern G scale operating handcars in original boxes. Four cars include two 87216 Mickey and Goofy, 87208
Roadrunner, and 87207 Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck. Cars are C8 to C10. Older boxes have mild wear.

169 Bachmann modern G scale 81696 Midwest Quarry and Mining 2-6-0 steam locomotive in original box. Locomotive is
lower C7 with a few glue repaired parts. Appears loco took a tumble.

170 Modern era MTH Railking G scale/1 gauge Southern Pacific Daylight passenger cars in original boxes. Includes 70
-65001A ribbed coach car, 70-65001B ribbed coach, 70-65001C ribbed coach car, and 70-68001 ribbed observation.
Trains are C9-10 with no major signs of run time. Boxes have some mild wear.

171 Aristo Craft modern G scale / gauge one aluminum passenger cars in original boxes. Four cars include 32205 baggage,
32505 diner two 32305 coaches, and 32405 observation. Cars are C9 area, and appear unrun, boxes have mild to moderate
wear.

172 Heartland Locomotive Works modern G scale Pacific Electric 09231 interurban and 09228 dummy trailer combine. Trains
look C9-10, however one pole end missing on the trailer car.

173 Heartland Locomotive Works modern G scale 97 Vonita Jean 4-4-0 for parts or restoration. Sold as is shown in the photo
with no returns.

174 USA Trains modern G scale R22257 Santa Fe F-3 A-B diesel locomotive set in original box. Locomotives feature smoke,
directional lighting, and more. C8+ with very light run time.

175 Lionel modern G scale Union Pacific GP-20 85006 powered diesel locomotive in incorrect box (Label is for non powered
unit). Locomotive is C7-8. Front and rear hand rails have light stress marks, but no cracks. Box has mild wear.

176 K Line modern G scale K922-001 US Army GP-9 and K933-009 US Army flat with Jeeps. Both items are C9-10 unrun.
Boxes have mild wear.

177 Bachmann modern G scale 90035 Prospector set in original box. Set was a special run for Orchard Supply. Set is still
sealed C10. original box has mild wear. Includes track and transformer.

178 Aristo Craft modern G scale ART-32309 Southern Pacific aluminum passenger car in original box. Car is sealed C10. Box
has some mild wear.

179 Aristo Craft modern G scale 21400 and 21800 4-6-2 steam locomotive and tender in original boxes. Both are undecorated.
C8 condition with run time. Boxes have mild wear and tape.
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180 Heartland Locomotive Works modern G scale Pacific Electric 09720 Sparky electric locomotive and W-55 MOW line car.
Both units powered and look C8, however line car has front pilot that likes to come loose.

181 Modern G scale trains from Bachmann and LGB. Includes 93938 United Electric street car, 96201 hand car with trailer,
and LGB 4136S Circus car with sound. Items are C8 to C10 condition. Boxes have mild shelf wear.

182 Bachmann modern G scale Union Pacific trains including 91101 2-4-2 steam locomotive, 97101 Combine, 97201 coach,
and 97301 observation. Trains are C7-8. Boxes have mild shelf wear.

183 USA Trains modern G scale TCA freight cars in original boxes. Five cars include 2001 Yosemite Short Line boxcar,
Pacific Fruit Express 2003 reefer, 2006 Arkansas refrigerator car, 2007 Colorado and Midland steel boxcar, and 2005 Great
Northern Chief Wenatchee refrigerator car. Cars are C8+ to C10.

184 USA Trains modern G scale freight cars including Jacks 2004 reefer from The Big Train Show, 6896 Texas and Pacific
refrigerator car, R16279 Sam Adams refrigerator car, R19041A Westside Lumber boxcar, and R-16185 Anchor Steam
Beer refrigerator car.

185 Modern G scale freight cars from K Line, Bachmann, Aristo Craft, and MCD. Eight cars include two 93396 Orchard
Supply boxcars, ART-41698 Napa Valley tank car, 923-001 and 923-002 Heinz Ketchup and Mustard reefers, ART-86000
boxcar that has been decorated in 2004 Big Train Show paint, 42202 Western Pacific caboose, and 4823 Model Die
Casting caboose.

186 Railway Express Agency / Aristo Craft modern G scale trains including 21201 and 21901 Pennsylvania 0-4-0 steam
locomotive and tender, and 31005, 31105, and 31205 Santa Fe passenger set. Trains are lower C8 with run time. Boxes
have mild wear.

187 USA Trains modern G scale / gauge one die cast R20004S Union Pacific J1e Hudson steam locomotive in original box.
Locomotive is equipped with Phoenix sound. Locomotive is C8+ with very light run time. Includes original wood case and
all packing materials.

188 Bachmann Spectrum 82194 West Side Lumber 38 Ton two truck Shay steam locomotive in original box. Locomotive is
DCC ready with smoke and more. Locomotive is factory new in the box C9-10. Master shipping carton has damaged
corners.

189 Modern era MTH Railking G scale/1 gauge 70-3005-1 Southern Pacific GS-4 Daylight streamline steam locomotive and
tender with Passenger Station Proto-Sound 2.0 and more in original box, Locomotive is factory wrapped in the box C9-10.
Loco box has corner wear and a two inch rip at one corner.

190 Modern G scale items including ART-5470 Aristo Craft Train Engineer remote control system, Soundtraxx Sierra 831000
sound system for USA Trains F3 with Leslie S5, software revision 1.2, and a set of eight Paragon Aero steel G scale wheel
sets, four of each finish. Items are C9-10.

191 Modern G scale accessory items including Aristo Craft Victorian train station kit, two 5050 LGB lamp post kits, 94358 90
degree crossing, Bachmann large scale crossing gates sealed, six cargo loads including barrels, feed bags, etc. Various G
scale figures, Ink Well baggage handler set, and Light Rail Products brass eclipse fender kit. Items are C8 to C10.

192 Group of O gauge items including postwar and modern Lionel and MTH. Includes 9103 waving American flag, 1080 47
crossing gate, CW80 transformer, 9308 aquarium car, TCA Campbell Soup boxcar, 1666 locomotive only, no tender, 3562
-25 gray operating barrel car missing figure, 3461 log car, four small transformers, and two plastic building kits. Some S
gauge items include three pairs of S Helper couplers, Bars Mill S gauge baggage carts, and Armco See photos for best
description. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6 to C8 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.
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193 Miscellaneous O and S gauge items. S gauge items include reproduction American Flyer Circus tent, four S Helper 00359
American Flyer caboose coupler sets, Iron Rail Models Hi Rail Bakers Chocolate tank car, Repro shell tank car, Bar Bills
0782 twin baggage cart kits. Other items include 1:72 scale M1A2 Abrams tank, K Line 40225 plane set, Phillips seafood
truck, Coca Cola trucks, O gauge pickup rollers, and a few loose barrels. C7 to C10.

194 Nice group of HO scale buildings and kits from Woodland Scenic, Walthers, Bachmann, and including BR5024 corner
emporium, BR5036 home sweet home. BR5023 Dansbury Depot, 933-2806 Golden Valley Depot, 561 Silverton water
tank, 15124 car repair shop. 1681 crossing signals, 1682 block signal, and Woodland Scenic Mountain Valley scenery kit.
Items range C8+ to C10.

195 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2197-1 Union Pacific M10000 set in original box. Set features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, and more. Loco and cars are C7-8 with moderate run time. OBs have light corner and edge wear.

196 MTH Railking modern O gauge Burlington Pioneer Zephyr in OB. Catalog number is 30-2186-1. Set features Protosound.
Set is C8 with run time.

197 MTH modern O gauge 20-3023-1 West Virginia Pulp and Paper Shay die-cast steam engine and tender with Proto-Sound
in OB. Locomotive is C7 with some dust, the tender lettering has the slightest yellowing on one side and a few small chips
on the running board stripe on one side. Locomotive is also missing headlight lens.

198 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2798-1 Rio Grande Southern TCA galloping goose in original box. Locomotive
features Protosound 2.0 and DCS control. Factory wrapped in the box C9-10.

199 MTH MT-3020LP New York Central J-1e Hudson die-cast steam loco with Proto-Sound in OB. Locomotive is in C6-7
condition with heavy run time, missing bell, Appears to have come from a smoking household with some very very faint
tobacco residue which has taken the crispness away from the white lettering.

200 MTH modern O Gauge MT-3021LP Union Pacific big boy in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler
and much more. Loco is C6-7 with bent number boards on the boiler front and a bent Union Pacific shield on the pilot.
Appears to have come from a smoking household with some tobacco smoke residue which has taken the crispness away
from the white lettering and a faint smoke smell.

201 MTH modern O gauge 40-4000 Z4000 transformer in OB. Transformer in C8 condition with layout use.
202 Lionel modern O gauge 11020 Hogwarts Express set in original box. Set is C9, open but looks unrun beyond a factory test.
Includes track and transformer. Box has some mild wear.

203 Lionel modern O gauge 18517 Phantom IV green diesel locomotive and 25559 passenger set in original boxes. Locomotive
features TMCC and Railsounds. Trains are C8+ with very light run time.

204 American Flyer modern S gauge 48249 TCA Colorado Yule Marble depressed center flat cars in original boxes. Three
cars, one open and two sealed C8 to C10.

205 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate items including four Rocky Mountain TCA 57 lamp posts, MT-1020 green 54 lamp
post set, MT-1030 59 maroon street lamp, and 10-2230 MTH 2007 TCA Ives 190 tank car. Items are C8+ to C10.

206 USA Trains modern G scale TCA 2007 Colorado and Midland steel boxcar. C10.
207 Lionel modern O gauge trains including unboxed 8603 Chesapeake and Ohio steam locomotive, 52414 Rio Grande PS-4
flat with snowmobiles, 52415 TCA Kids Club sheriff and outlaw car, 19910 1990 Christmas boxcar, and 17074 MKT PS-2
hopper. Locomotive is C7, cars are C8 to C9.

208 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1233-1 Leland Detroit red and cream monorail set in original box. Set features
Protosound 2.0 and DCS control. Factory sealed in the master carton C10.
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209 Modern O gauge from Railking and Lionel including 40-1020 and 40-1021 0-72 right and left hand remote switch pair and
2305 Getty Oil Derrick. Items are C8 to C9.

210 K Line modern O gauge 21 inch aluminum California Zephyr passenger cars in original boxes. Three cars with K4613prefix include 41121 Rio Grande Silver Pine sleeper, 40842 Western Pacific diner Silver Platter, and 48449 Silver Rapids
Pennsylvania sleeper. Cars are C7-8 with moderate run time. Boxes have mild wear.

211 K Line modern O gauge 21 inch aluminum California Zephyr passenger cars in original boxes. Three cars with K4613prefix include 41121 Rio Grande Silver Pine sleeper, 40842 Western Pacific diner Silver Platter, and 48449 Silver Rapids
Pennsylvania sleeper. Cars are C7-8 with moderate run time. Boxes have mild wear.

212 K Line modern O gauge 21 inch aluminum California Zephyr passenger cars in original boxes. Three cars with K4613prefix include 41121 Rio Grande Silver Pine sleeper, 40842 Western Pacific diner Silver Platter, and 48449 Silver Rapids
Pennsylvania sleeper. Cars are C7-8 with moderate run time. Boxes have mild wear.

213 K Line modern O gauge 21 inch aluminum California Zephyr passenger cars in original boxes. Six cars with K4613- prefix
include four 41121 Rio Grande Silver Pine sleepers and two 48449 Silver Rapids Pennsylvania sleepers. Cars are C7-8
with moderate run time. Boxes have mild wear.

214 Modern N scale freight cars from Atlas, Con Cor, MiniTrix and others. Thirty four cars include boxcars, hoppers, etc. Cars
are generally C8 condition but are sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

215 Rivarossi modern HO 1548 Union Pacific 4-6-6-4 Challenger steam locomotive in original box. Locomotive is C7-8 with
light rust on a few of the tender grab irons. Box has light wear.

216 Bachmann Spectrum On30 coaches in original boxes. Four cars include three 26399 coaches and 26499 baggage. Cars are
all unlettered and are in C8-9 condition.

217 Bachmann Spectrum On30 28657 Greenbrier & Big Run Lumber Co. 2-6-0 steam locomotive in original box. Locomotive
is equipped with DCC and is in C8-9 condition.

218 Hornby Dublo HO freight and passenger cars in OBs. Seven cars include 4062 BR 1st class coach, 4036 2nd class Pullman,
and two 32017 D12 coaches. Freight cars include 4316 horse box with horse, 4626 Presflo cement wagon, and 4648 flat
with British Railways container. Cars are C7+ to C8. OBs have some mild to moderate wear, especially D12 box ends.

219 Brass HO Wabash 4-6-4 steam locomotive. Locomotive is painted and numbered 700. C6-7 condition with detached steam
dome and paint chips.

220 Northwest Short Lines HO brass Norfolk and Western E-2a 4-6-2 steam locomotive painted for Baltimore and Ohio in
original box. Locomotive is C5-6 due to a damaged cross head. Missing parts such as the smoke stack, marker lights, etc
are included in the box. Sold as is.

221 Alco Models HO brass S-113 K3-Q 4-6-2 steam locomotive in original box. Loco is C7-8. Engine is clear coated, tender
has some light spotting on the sides and a small scratch.

222 Pocher HO CC 7107 SCNF electric locomotive in OB. Locomotive is C9-10 with little run time beyond a factory testing.
223 Large group of HO freight cars from Walthers, Con Cor, Intermountain and others. Fifty four cars in OBs. Many cars ready
to run and equipped with Kadee couplers. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every
item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

224 Modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Seven MTH cars include 94007 x 2 Southern Pacific reefer, 94009
Pennsylvania reefer, 94023 x 2 REA Express reefer, 94027 Swifts Premium reefer, 90024 The Wheeling Way reefer. Cars
are C9 -10. Boxes have corner wear and some scuff marks on sides.
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225 Modern O gauge Atlas 3 rail freight cars in original boxes. Eight freight cars include 6483-6 NYC steel USRA boxcar,
6452-3 Burlington USRA single sheathed boxcar, 3001003-1 Railway Express Agency GACC 53’6” wood reefer, 6461-1
Norfolk & Western USRA single sheathed boxcar 8307-2 Boston & Maine USRA double sheathed wood boxcar, 6452-1
Burlington USRA single sheathed boxcar, 8016-2 Cuday “Sunlight 36’ wood side reefer, 6700 undecorated wood side
reefer. Cars are C 9-10. Boxes have some wear.

226 Modern O gauge Atlas 3 rail freight cars in original boxes. Six freight cars include 6465-1, 2, 4 Pacific Electric USRA
single sheathed boxcar, 6761-4 PFE 40’ wood side reefer, 7731-2 TWO RAIL PFE 40’ wood side reefer, 6455-5 Southern
Pacific USRA single sheathed boxcar. Cars are C 9-10. Boxes have some wear.

227 Modern O gauge freight cars sets in original boxes. Two freight cars sets include 90053 Western Pacific 40’ single door 6
car set and 90054 Western Pacific 40’ single door 6 car set. Cars are generally C 8-10. However, boxes have some
corner wear and some light water damage which has caused some wrinkling in the box.

228 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania S1 38024 in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Fan driven smoke, and much
more. Loco is C8 condition with run time.

229 MTH modern O gauge New York Central scale Madison passenger cars including; MT-4019 five-car set and MT-4119
combine/diner set in OBs. Cars are C8 with run time. Boxes have light shelf wear.

230 MTH modern O gauge Premier Southern Crescent scale Madison five car set in OBs. Includes 20-4053 set in C8 condition
with light run time. Box has mild corner wear.

231 Lionel modern O gauge Pullman heavyweight passenger cars in OBs. Six cars includes 19056 baggage, 19057 coach,
19058 coach, 19059 observation, and 19093 two car add on set. Trains are generally C8 with run time.

232 Modern O gauge Weaver 3 rail freight cars in original boxes. Eight freight cars include 6776-3, -11, -14, PRR H 21a
hopper, 8755-1 PRR X-29 boxcar. 6484-2 PRR steel rebuilt USRA boxcar,6477-1 6477-2 PRR USRA single sheathed
boxcar, 6783 PRR war logo 2 pack, H21a hopper. Cars are C 9-10. Boxes have some wear.

233 Modern O gauge Atlas 3 rail freight cars in original boxes. Eight freight cars include 8663-1, 8663-2 Philadelphia Quartz
8000 gallon tank car, 8566-3 Southern Pacific 1937 AAR 40’ single door box car, 8709-1. 9709-2 Southern Pacific 40’
1937 AAR double door boxcar, 8805-3, 8805-4 Southern Pacific 40’ USRA composite gondola, 8325-1 Northwestern
Pacific USRA double sheathed boxcar. Cars are C 9-10. Boxes have some wear.

234 3rd Rail brass modern O gauge Southern Pacific steam locomotives for restoration. Includes 4-4-2 A-6 Atlantic in
Daylight colors. Missing boiler front and top of boiler is caved in on and around the smoke stack. Also included is 2843 2
-8-0 locomotive which is missing press fit rear of tender. Both locomotive have water damaged boxes and locomotives
were both exposed to prolonged moisture. Some light flash rust on the wheels only. Both locomotives seemed to run ok on
the test track. Sold as is, See photos for best description.

235 Lionel modern O gauge 29182 Norfolk and Western aluminum 18 inch passenger set in OB. Four car set is C8 condition
with run time and some light dust on the roofs.

236 NJ Custom Brass O scale brass Pennsylvania PB-54 combine passenger car in original box. Catalog number is PS-727-0.
Car is C8 condition with run time. Box has mild wear.

237 MTH modern O gauge 20-2178-1 DD40AX diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke,
Protocouplers and more. Loco looks C8 condition, however has some interior body mounting posts broken. Shell still stays
securely on the locomotive and should not affect operation. Locomotive original box has moderate corner and edge wear.

238 Modern O gauge powered units including custom Chicago and Northwestern Williams RDC, RMT 4151 Pennsylvania
Beep, and custom built trolley car powered by postwar trucks. See photos for best description.
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239 Modern O gauge Atlas 3 rail freight cars in original boxes. Eight freight cars include 6731-1 PFE 40’ wood side reefer,
8211-2 California Dispatch 11,000 gallon tank car, 6455-1 Southern Pacific USRA single sheathed boxcar, 6465-3 Pacific
Electric USRA single sheathed boxcar, 8555-1, -4 Southern Pacific 40’ 1937 AAR boxcar, 6731-3 PFE 40 wood side
reefer, 8505-7 Southern Pacific 40’ USRA composite Gondola. Cars are C 9-10. Boxes have some light wear.

240 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2318-1 Union Pacific GP-9 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotive is in C8 condition with run time.

241 MTH Railking modern O gauge Union Pacific SW-9 and calf in original boxes. Original numbers are 30-2167-0 and 30
-2167-0. Powered unit upgraded to Protosound 2.0 and DCS control. One small paint chip on loco hand rail, otherwise both
are in C8 condition.

242 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2326-1 and 30-2326-3 Union Pacific SD-9 powered and dummy units in original
boxes. Powered loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Locomotives are C8
with run time.

243 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-7521 Union Pacific six car coal hopper set. Set has been custom weathered and looks
great. C8 condition.

244 MTH modern O gauge Santa Fe SD-40 diesel locomotive. Locomotive has been custom weathered and super detailed with
items such as brass grab irons, AC unit on roof, speed recorder on the front wheel set and more. Loco features Protosound
2.0, DCS control Protocouplers, and more. See photos for best description. C8 condition.

245 MTH modern O gauge 20-2281-1 Union Pacific SD24 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time.

246 MTH modern O gauge Premier Union Pacific 20-2242-1 DC-3 inspection car with Protosound 2.0, DCS, and
Protocouplers. Loco is C8 with run time.

247 MTH modern O gauge 20-2297-1 Burlington scale SD-24 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time.

248 MTH modern O gauge 20-2281-1 Union Pacific SD24 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time. Cab number 425.

249 MTH modern O gauge 20-2281-1 Union Pacific SD24 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time. Cab number 419.

250 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific 20-2542-1 U50C diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 condition with run time.

251 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific U50C dummy 20-2542-3. in original box. C8 with run time.
252 Lionel modern O gauge Pacific Fruit Express reefers in original boxes. Includes 11874 three pack and two 17352
individual cars. C8 with run time.

253 MTH modern O gauge 20-3044-1 Union Pacific FEF 4-8-4 Northern in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 with run time.

254 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific 20-2432-1 DD40AX diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS
control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time.

255 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific 20-3089-1 Union Pacific 4-6-6-4 Challenger steam locomotive in original box. Cab
number is 3713. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Locomotive is C8 with
run time. Box has mild corner wear.
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256 K Line modern O gauge K3680-9628CC Pennsylvania Mikado steam locomotive. No box. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

257 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific 70 foot streamlined passenger cars in original boxes. Seven cars include 20-6553 five
car set, 20-6738 full vista dome, and and 20-6638 sleeper and diner add on set. Cars are C8 with run time.

258 MTH modern O gauge 20-2432-3 Union Pacific DD40AX diesel locomotive in original box. This is a dummy unit that has
been turned into a powered unit with full Protosound 2.0, DCS control, dual smoke units and more. Locomotive is C8 with
run time.

259 MTH modern O gauge Union Pacific 20-2331-1 FA2 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Trains are C8 with run time.

260 MTH Union Pacific E-8 A-B-A set, catalog number is 20-2208-1. Set has some nice upgrades including both A units being
converted to powered units and both with Protosound 2.0, DCS control and more. Set is C8 with run time.

261 Lionel, Railking and K Line modern O gauge freight cars in original boxes. Eight cars include 17580 Union Pacific PS-4
flat car, 17331 Hoods milk car, 27313 Bowman Dairy milk car, 17351 Santa Fe steel reefer, 17002 Conrail ACF hopper,
7612 MTH Construction depressed flat car, and two 631-2111 Union Pacific tank cars.

262 MTH Premier modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 90026A Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, 94502
Union Pacific stock car, 98205 Union Pacific Jordan spreader, 98001 Pennsylvania gondola, 91018 Santa Fe caboose,
93152 Rio Grande boxcar, 98273 Milwaukee Road coil car, 93053 Union Pacific mail boxcar, 90022B Union Pacific
double door boxcar, and 98207 Union Pacific snow plow. Cars are generally C8, original boxes have some mild wear.

263 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club II 14532 Pennsylvania Sharknose A-A set in OBs. Locos feature TMCC, Rail
sounds, Electrocouplers and much more. Locos look C8 with run time, however one smoke fill cover missing from roof of
one A unit. One inner box sleeve missing.

264 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club New York Central Empire State Express Hudson steam locomotive factory new in
OB. Catalog number is 38000. Loco features TMCC, Rail sounds, smoke Electrocoupler and much more. Master carton
has been opened but resealed since shipped from the hobby shop. Loco is assumed C10.

265 Lionel Modern O Gauge Century Club II 18340 Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster A-A demonstrators in OBs , trains look C8
with run time, one pin sized paint chip around the edge of one exhaust stack. Trains feature TMCC, Odyssey system,
Railsounds, and more. Boxes have moderate wear.

266 Really unique O gauge United States Army Train. One of the nicest custom train sets we have seen in quite awhile. Many
of these were custom finished by R. Bishop Model Crafters and Depot at Harrington Park. Set includes custom Weaver 2-8
-0 with TMCC, Railsounds, and smoke. Ten cars include two PS-4 flats with Jeeps and Tanks, custom hospital bunk car,
three dome tank car, two flats with tanks, flat with truck and trailer, ambulance work caboose, two tracks with half track
and half track flat with trailer. All cars have wooden decks added, fully weathered and detailed. Retail on these items is
almost $2300. Don’t miss this amazing set.

267 Lionel modern O gauge 25411 Santa Fe El Captain aluminum Station Sounds diner factory sealed in original box. Features
TMCC and Railsounds. C10.

268 MTH modern O gauge Millennium Series 20-3040-1 New York Central 4-6-4 J1e Hudson steam engine with Proto-Sound
in OB. Locomotive is C7 due to some small very bubbles starting to show under the finish. Box has mild corner wear.

269 MTH modern O gauge gold Millennium 20-4029 five car passenger set in original boxes. Cars are C7-8 with moderate run
time and few finger prints.

270 Williams modern O gauge GG-104 scale Brunswick solid stripe GG-1 in original box. Locomotive features True Blast II
horn and bell. C8 with run time.
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271 Williams modern O gauge GG-104 scale Brunswick solid stripe GG-1 in original box. Locomotive features True Blast II
horn and bell. C8 with run time.

272 Lionel modern O gauge 25412 Baltimore and Ohio 18 inch aluminum two car pack in original box. Set has been opened
but cars are new in their boxes C9-10.

273 Lionel modern O gauge 38031 Southern Pacific AC-9 2-8-8-4 steam locomotive. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. No box.

274 Lionel modern O gauge 28592 Norfolk and Western GP-7 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is lower C8 with moderate run time.

275 Lionel modern O gauge 81217 Norfolk and Western H24-66 Trainmaster diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotive is C8 with run
time.

276 Lionel modern O gauge 28297 Postwar Celebration Series Southern Pacific GP-9 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco
features Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotive is lower C8 with moderate run
time.

277 MTH modern O gauge 20-2275-1 Chessie System B&O GP-30 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. C7 with one small paint chip on front drop step and
one broken grab iron on the rear hood.

278 Williams by Bachmann modern O gauge Pennsylvania AA23101 Pennsylvania 9338 44 ton diesel locomotive in original
box. Locomotive features True Blast II horn and bell. Factory sealed C10.

279 Lionel modern O gauge 28297 Postwar Celebration Series Southern Pacific GP-9 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco
features Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotive is lower C8 with moderate run
time.

280 Lionel modern O gauge 18117 Santa Fe F3 AA diesel units in OB. Also includes 18121 B unit. Locomotives are C7-8 with
moderate run time. Boxes have moderate wear and one rip.

281 Lionel modern O gauge 28559 Chessie System GP-30 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Legacy control,
Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. C7-8 with moderate run time, one missing
grab iron from top of nose, Box has mild wear.

282 Lionel modern O gauge 38456 Norfolk and Western RS-11 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Legacy
control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more.

283 Lionel modern O gauge 28354 CSX Genset switcher in original box. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, fan
driven smoke units, Electrocouplers, and much more. Body is die cast and locomotive is in C8 condition with run time.

284 Lionel modern O gauge 38768 Norfolk and Western GP-35 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Legacy
control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotive is lower C8 with
moderate run time.

285 Lionel modern O gauge scale postwar New York Central F-3 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in original boxes. Catalog
numbers are 34576 and 34580. Powered loco features Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit,
Electrocouplers, and much more. Two locomotives are C8, however 2334 A unit has some very light glue residue and what
looks like a hairline crack, but is raised along the back of the roof and corner of the shell. Literally the thickness of a hair.
C7 area.
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286 Lionel modern O gauge 34776 Norfolk and Western SD40-2 in original box. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

287 Lionel modern O gauge 11138 Santa Fe 2-8-2 Mikado steam locomotive in original box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Locomotive is lower C8 with moderate run time.

288 Lionel modern O gauge 28264 Union Pacific SD70-ACe diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is lower C8 with moderate run time.

289 Lionel modern O gauge 38799 Norfolk and Western GP-35 diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Legacy
control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotive is C7-8 with one small
scratch on cab roof and moderate run time.

290 Lionel modern O gauge 11257 Pennsylvania 2-8-2 Mikado steam locomotive in original box. Loco features Legacy
control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocoupler, and much more. Locomotive is lower C8 with moderate
run time.

291 Lionel modern O gauge 11218 Vision Line New York Central 700E gunmetal grey Hudson in original box. Locomotive
features Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, swinging bell, whistle steam, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocoupler, and
much more. Lower C8 with moderate run time. Box has light corner wear.

292 Lionel modern O gauge 34777 Norfolk and Western SD40-2 in original box. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

293 3rd Rail brass modern O gauge three rail Norfolk and Western TE-1 Jawn Henry steam turbine in the original box.
Locomotive has TMCC, Railsounds and much more. Locomotive is C8 with run time, however the coal pile on the top of
the locomotive has come loose and should be replaced.

294 3rd Rail brass modern O gauge Norfolk and Western 4-8-0 M class steam locomotive in original box. Cab number is 396.
Locomotive is graded C6-7 due to a missing tender drop plate and glue residue where an attempted repair failed. Otherwise
locomotive looks better C7-8. Locomotive features smoke, TMCC, and Railsounds.

295 MTH modern O gauge 20-3293-1 Union Pacific 4-12-2 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Cab number is 9000. Locomotive is lower C8 with moderate run time.

296 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania Baldwin shark nose A-B-A set in original boxes. Catalog numbers are 34701 and
34704. Powered loco features Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more.
B unit is also powered with Legacy control, smoke and more. All lower C8 condition with moderate run time.

297 Lionel modern O gauge 34564 and 34567 Southern Pacific Alco PA A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Locos feature
Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. B unit is also powered.
Locomotives are lower C8 with moderate run time.

298 Lionel modern O gauge 28369 New York Central DD35A diesel locomotive in original box. Loco features Legacy control,
Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Locomotive is C8 with run time.

299 Weaver modern O gauge New York Central V0-1000 diesel locomotive in OB. Cab number is 9305 and catalog number is
1556LP. Loco features TMCC and Railsounds. C7+ condition with moderate run time.

300 Lionel modern O gauge 18117 Santa Fe F3 powered A unit. Also includes 18121 B unit. No boxes. Locomotives are C7
with some adhesive residue on top of the A unit and moderate run time.

301 Lionel modern O gauge 11319 Pennsylvania red K-4 4-6-2 steam locomotive in original box. Loco features Legacy
control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocoupler, and much more. Locomotive is in lower C8 condition
with moderate run time.
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302 Lionel modern O gauge 38759 Southern Pacific F-7 A unit in original box. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocoupler, and much more. C7-8 with small nick next to headlight and moderate
run time.

303 Lionel modern O gauge Southern Pacific F-7 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in original boxes. Catalog numbers are 38757
and 38765. Powered loco features Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much
more. B unit is a dummy and is missing a few of the small detail hoses from the ends of the car body. Trains otherwise
lower C8 with moderate run time.

304 RMT modern O gauge CAB331 and 4332 Alaska powered Beep diesel locomotive and caboose. C7-8 with moderate run
time. Boxes have mild wear.

305 Modern O gauge rolling stock lot including MTH, Railking, Williams, Lionel and K Line. Boxed items include Williams
Pennsylvania streamlined 72 foot passenger car, 4187C Canadian Pacific steel caboose, 91047 Union Pacific caboose,
91053 Southern Pacific caboose, 90005F Pennsylvania N-8 caboose, and 19229 Frisco Railsounds boxcar. Unboxed items
include postwar Lehigh Valley hopper, BNSF 730742 boxcar, 19274 Great Northern boxcar, 45230 Santa Fe hopper, I
Love Indiana 8700 boxcar, 9622 Western Conference boxcar, and 6427 It’s a Girl musical boxcar with damaged battery
holder. Items range in the C7 to lower C8 area. See photos for best description.

306 Lionel modern O gauge 11810 Anheuser-Busch Budweiser train set in OB. The set is factory new, and sealed C10. Set box
has some light wear.

307 Lionel modern O gauge Tobacco Road boxcars in original boxes. Seven cars include 7711 El Producto, 7708 Winston,
7709 Salem, 7707 White Owl, 7701 Camel, 7703 Beechnut, and 7702 Prince Albert. Cars are C7 to C8. Boxes have mild
wear.

308 Lionel modern O gauge Spirit of 76 trains. Includes 1776 loco in worn box no inner carton, three 7600 cabooses one with
original box, 7600 Midwest Division caboose, two 7601, two 7603, two 7605, 7604, 7606, 7609, 7612, and 7613. Items in
the group are generally C7 condition some a bit lower and some a bit higher, two boxes incorrect.

309 Lionel modern O gauge alcohol related cars in original boxes. Thirteen cars include 9845 Baileys. 9841 Calvert Gin, 9840
Fleischmann’s Gin. 9843 Tanqueray Gin, Seagrams Gin, J&B, 9844 Sambuca, 9836 Old Grand Dad, 9829 Dewars, 9827
Cutty Sark, 9846 Seagram’s, 9847 Wolfschmidt, and 9830 Johnny Walker. Trains are C7-8. Boxes have mild wear.

310 K Line modern O gauge 1921 Pennsylvania Workhorse freight set. Complete with track and transformer. Factory sealed
C10.

311 Lionel modern O gauge 1388 Golden State Arrow and 1387 Milwaukee Special train sets in original boxes. Sets are pretty
much complete with track and transformers. Set components are generally in the C7 range, some low and some high C7
items. Set boxes have moderate wear and some tape repairs.

312 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 5703 North American reefer 19949 New York boxcar,
19951 Massachusetts boxcar, 16160 AEC tank car fluid gone has leaked out all over car body, 166542 radar car, 16952 US
Navy flat, 16791 New York City lights boxcar, and three 16670 TV cars. Cars are generally C7 to C8.

313 Lionel modern O gauge passenger cars in boxes including 19010 Baltimore and Ohio diner, 16083 New Haven vista dome,
16019 New York Central vista dome, 9531 Southern combine, 16084 New Haven vista dome, 9506 Milwaukee Road
combine, and 7201 Quaker Express vista. Cars are generally C7 to C8. Boxes have mild wear and stickers.

314 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 19992 LRRC bunk cars one factory sealed, 26519
holiday work caboose, 19938 Christmas boxcar, 19705 CP Rail caboose, 16347 Ontario Northland flat with wood load,
19933 I Love Illinois boxcar, 9484 Lionel 85th anniversary boxcar, 16503 New York Central transfer caboose, and 19869
Alien transport aquarium car. Cars range from C7+ to C10.
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315 Modern O gauge trains from K Line and Lionel including K-2252IC Kennecott Copper Corporation MP-15 diesel
locomotive, 623-1094 die cast Baltimore and Ohio hopper, 18424 on track pickup, 9154 Bordens tank car,, 9300 log dump
car, 9301 operating mail car, and 9153 tank car missing decals. Trains range lower C7 to C8. Boxes have light to moderate
wear.

316 Lionel modern O gauge trains including 1150 LASER set without boxes. two 5706 Lindsay Bros reefers one with box,
5701 Dairymen’s League reefer, L&A stock car, and custom Railway Express Agency reefer with postwar trucks. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

317 Lionel and other items including Lionel alarm clock, Mobil 1996 toy truck, 12819 and 12811 semi trucks, TMT-18405
flatbed Lionel truck with caboose, and QSRU-111P QSI board set. Sold as is shown in the photos.

318 K Line modern O gauge Baltimore and Ohio Heavyweights passenger cars including; K-0750 REA baggage, K-1062 Dolly
Madison diner, K-3510 Fort Lee coach, K-3511 Fort Knox coach, and a K-0900 Capitol Square observation all in original
boxes. Cars are C7-8, however have come from a smoking household and have faint smoke smell.

319 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 2412 and 2416 Santa Fe blue stripe passenger cars, 2432, 2435, and 2436
passenger cars, Cars are generally in C5-6 condition.

320 American Flyer postwar S gauge 20525 Defender set with set box, 234 Chesapeake and Ohio GP, 25056 USM boxcar and
launcher, 24549 searchlight car, 24557 flat with Jeeps and a 24631 caboose. Includes track, transformer, insert and
uncoupler. All steps are good on the cars, rocket has one fin broken. Overall set cars are a nice C7+, locomotive is C7 to
C7+ with a few paint chips on the hand rails. Paperwork and instructions for set also included.

321 Gilbert American Flyer 19085 boxed Auto Rama Highway system slot car set. All track and both cars and accessories
included. Corvette has some light roughing of the plastic on one side, about the size of a pinky. Also included is two boxed
19224 rail highway crossings. Set overall is C7 condition.

322 Lionel postwar layout in a box. Includes 1110 steam locomotive with plastic Lionel Lines tender, 1005 Sunoco tank car,
6002 New York Central gondola, 6007 caboose, KW 190 watt transformer with original pliable cord and molded Lionel
plug rust on base, 125 whistle station missing roof, 154 highway flasher, 153 block signal, two remote pairs of 0-27
switches, and assorted 0-27 straight, curves and 90 degree crossover. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

323 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2023 Union Pacific anniversary Union Pacific Alco A-A diesel locomotives in original box.
Locomotives are solid C6 condition. Box has clean labels, masking tape on one side, no insert, and includes original sheet
of wrap. One owner locomotives.

324 Lionel Postwar O gauge anniversary set passenger cars. Includes 2481 Plainfield, 2482 Westfield, and 2483 Livingston
observation. Cars are nice with no cracks, chips, or breaks. Only issues are a few small nicks and small paint chips under
the body on 2482. Cars are solid C7 to C7+. These are one owner cars.

325 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3656 cattle car with platform and cattle all with original boxes and inserts. Car has incredibly faint
run time C8-9, the platform also looks barely used, a few small chips where track was inserted into the base a few times,
rear binding post is loose from the base. Platform is C7+. Boxes are clean and square, some pencil writing and two clear
pieces of tape on the set box. All flaps securely attached. Inspection slip included, no instruction sheet.

326 Unmarked Germany tin lithographed station in original box. Battery operated accessory that operates a street light and a
light on the station itself. Also includes a manual semaphore. It does have some paint touch ups but is very nice otherwise.
What could be an identifying mark is a small globe on one side with J.O.N. across the side of it, C6+. Original box is
complete but unmarked.
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327 Lionel prewar O gauge two tone green passenger cars to include two 2640 Pullman and 2641 observation cars in original
boxes. One 2640 has scratches on the roof but is extremely nice otherwise, C6+, the other two are C6-7 with minor
oxidation on the trucks and truck frames. All three original boxes are worn with scotch tape repairs.

328 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6414 Evans autoloader with four original premium autos and a 6518 transformer car in original
boxes. The 6414 is C7 and the 6518 is C6-7 with a small touch up on the top of the flat. Both OBs are worn with several
missing flaps.

329 Hornby postwar O gauge rolling stock and a boxed No. 2 tin lithographed railway station. The rolling stock includes two
first class and one baggage car, crane car and gas cylinders car. The station is complete with two ramps and has 1940’s
looking graphics. Also included is a water tank. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined
every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a
lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

330 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge 6414 autoloaders with one original box. Both cars are C7 and include seven original
premium autos but one of the red ones has come completely loose and will need to be glued back together, the other red
one, which is more maroon, is a reproduction. The original box that is included is complete and very nice with a very
small crease on one side.

331 Restored Lionel prewar O gauge 265E Commodore Vanderbilt with 265W tender. The locomotive cab is original but has
fatigue but was coated on the inside with some type of varnish or epoxy to hold it all together. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

332 American Flyer prewar O gauge tin lithographed passenger cars to include two 1120 coaches and 1108 baggage cars, C6-7.
333 JEP O gauge automatic crossing with loco and rolling stock. Loco is marked 5470 on one end. Rolling stock includes a
damaged crane boom with box car, individual crane car, two tipple cars and a keg car. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with
no returns.

334 Group of American Flyer prewar O gauge passenger cars to include two Illini Pullman cars, 1103 coach, 1104 and 1200
baggage cars. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

335 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 2-4-2 steam locomotive with Champion tender, tank car,
boxcar, gondola dump car, lumber car and caboose. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

336 American Flyer prewar cast iron steam locomotive with 119 tender, five 1118 tank cars and 1111 caboose. Sold as-is as
seen in the photos with no returns.

337 Lionel prewar O gauge 261 steam locomotive and rolling stock to include 3659 dump car, 2655 boxcar, two 2654 tank
cars, 3651 operating log car and 2657 caboose, C6 to C6+.

338 Pride Lines glass top passenger platform, looks C7-8 but is missing a nut that holds one of the posts to the base.
339 Lionel prewar O gauge 250E Hiawatha passenger set in original boxes. 250E loco and 250W tender are C6 but loco is
missing one marker light. 782 coach has two loose wheels from the front truck set and the two vestibules have three loose
wheels, all are accounted for. Also included are 783 and 784 passenger cars, C6. The boxes are all in nice shape except for
the 250W which is worn with several missing flaps.

340 Unmarked Bing? or other European manufacturer, hand painted prewar passenger station, missing the awning and a lot of
paint from the base but the walls and roof look nice, C6.

341 American Flyer prewar O gauge Paul Revere passenger set to include a 3112 electric locomotive that need to be assembled
although there are some missing screws and possibly other hardware. The passenger cars include two coaches and an
observation car, all marked Paul Revere. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
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342 Lionel prewar O gauge 273W steam freight set box and inner component boxes only. Set box is very nice with a beautiful
label and minor wear. Inner boxes may not all be correct but include 265E, 265W, 653, 655 and 807. The inner boxes all
look very nice but may have some inner flaps missing and the loco OB has tape over one end flap that may be able to be
removed.

343 Restored Lionel prewar 124 station and 127 station in C6. The restored station looks C8 as it was done very nicely.
344 Two American Flyer prewar O gauge 1218 center cab locomotives, one is missing a coupler and the other has nonmatching couplers, otherwise C6.

345 Unmarked Germany Canadian National tin lithographed 1217 O gauge passenger cars, one is missing a coupler, C6.
346 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 334 dispatching board, partially restored 97 coal tower, 356 freight station
and 465 sound dispatching station. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns. The 465 does include a nice original
box with all inserts and original instruction sheet.

347 Ives tin lithographed 114 Standard Gauge station, fantastic sides but the roof and base have paint wear as seen in the
photos, C6.

348 Karl Bub O gauge lithographed steam passenger set in original box . The locomotive is in pieces and looks like it could
have enough parts to be reassembled. Includes baggage car and two 2nd and 3rd class coaches as well as straight and
curved track. the OB is worn with loose corners on the lid and some corner damage to the box bottom but does still have
the dividers. The label on the lid is exceptional. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

349 Bing O gauge 8-wheel New York Central passenger cars, includes two 205 coaches and a 425 baggage / mail car, C6.
350 American Flyer prewar tin litho coaling station with legs, very scarce accessory but the legs have been bent to suit the past
owner as they should be straight, C6+ otherwise.

351 Bing 4-wheel O gauge New York Central and two unmarked passenger cars to include two 501 baggage, 528 coach and
529 observation cars as well as unmarked green and red 2nd class coaches.

352 American Flyer prewar O gauge No. 16 steam passenger set in original box. set includes No. 16 locomotive that is missing
the drive rods, 120 tender, 1200 baggage and two 1201 passenger cars, track, switches, transformer and track clip as well as
a partial original catalog that shows a smaller version of this set inside. the original box is worn with split corners on the
lid which has no markings other than “Mail Service of The House of fashion GIMBEL BROTHERS Philadelphia, PA.
Trains are C6 to C7 and the track is exceptionally clean.

353 Large group of European unmarked coal tenders with a few locomotives. Includes a larger locomotive and two other small
ones as well as two larger tender and eight smaller ones. None of them are definitively marked. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

354 Grouping of Bing and other European O gauge tin lithographed freight cars to include three unmarked tank cars and a flat
car with stake sides as well as Bing stock car, hopper, dump car and coal tender. The cars are generally in the C6 area.

355 Group of Bing and other European tin trains and parts to include three passenger cars, a beer car, crane car, gondola,
locomotive and two tenders. Also included are a tank car and covered gondola with no wheels or axles. Sold as-is as seen
in the photos with no returns.

356 Group of Bing, Bub, Jep and Fleischmann tin train stations, platforms and a manual crossing gate. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

357 American Flyer prewar wide gauge rolling stock to include 4018 boxcar, 4017 gondola and 4011 caboose, C6. Also
includes a 4644 locomotive frame and shell but no chassis.
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358 Group of American Flyer prewar and postwar track and accessories to include a beautiful 586F wayside station with
original box and a couple figures and a cart which do have some wear, 596 water tank with control button, 681 straight
track in OB, 2218 block signal in OB with contactor, 2020 water tank in a nearly complete OB and a beautiful 1250
transformer in OB. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

359 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam freight set to include a 2-4-2 steam locomotive with tender, 3015 boxcar, gondola,
lumber car and caboose, C6.

360 Lionel prewar O 299W City of Denver chocolate and yellow pass set boxed. Includes a 636W powered unit, two 637
coaches, 638 observation car and three 636T vestibules as well as track and 166 whistle controller. Trains are C6 with C6vestibules. The 636W YC box is complete and clearly marked but the other boxes are very worn with all end flaps
missing. Set box has two split corners and graffiti on the top, the label is legible but does have quite a bit of wear.

361 Large group of American Flyer O gauge locomotives and tenders for parts or restoration. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

362 Lionel prewar accessories to include 115 station, C7, 438 signal tower, C6, and 435 power station, C6.
363 Four large American Flyer prewar station accessories to include two different freight stations with cranes, freight station
with shed, light and semaphore and a central Station. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

364 Hornby O gauge tin lithographed steam passenger set to include a clockwork type M-1 locomotive, 3435 tender, and three
Pullman cars named Marjorie, Aurelia and Viking, C6.

365 Group of European O gauge trolleys for parts or restoration, the largest and smallest are actually floor toys. Sold as-is as
seen in the photos with no returns.

366 Hoge and Ives prewar tin litho passenger trains to include Tom Thumb railroad 881 locomotive, 881 observation car and a
Tom Thumb power house transformer. Ives items include a 3258 locomotive that needs to be reassembled, 552 parlor and
558 observation cars. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

367 Hoge No. 900 streamlined articulated train set in a rough original box with an original instruction sheet and a reprinted
1936 catalog. The set includes a No. 900 locomotive, passenger coach, observation car and two vestibules, C6. The OB is
all here but will need extensive repairs to have it all together and presentable. the instruction sheet has some edge wear but
looks very nice otherwise. the catalog is a reprint but still neat and great for reference.

368 Consoli Family Train Company reproduction W.C. & E. cast aluminum Burlington Zephyr set in original box. Includes a
motor, with locomotive shell, vista dome car, two coaches and an observation car as well as an original instruction sheet
from the Western Coil & Electrical Co. and two of the paper vestibules. Trains are C7, vestibules are not torn, OB has a
nice label. Also included is a matted and framed reproduction poster / price list.

369 Two Bing prewar hand decorated and lithographed stations, both are missing the insulators from the roof, C6.
370 BLZ France 761 transformer and steel rail track with wooden ties to include 16 curve, 8 straight and a set of manual
switches with metal fatigue on the frog of one switch and the other frog disintegrated from fatigue. Not certain how old
these tracks are but they have a strange similarity to Lionel T rail but they do not bolt together.

371 Lionel prewar O gauge 045 Automatic Gateman in original box, C8, but missing the special track section. OB is a brick
with a perfect and bright label on one end. The label was put on sideways so that if the box stamp on the side is right side
up, the top of the box is still sealed and the label is sideways. Includes two original instruction sheets, one is 45N-1 35M-3
-37 while the other is 45-50-22M-1-36.

372 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2530 baggage, 2531 Silver dawn observation, 2532 Silver Range vista dome and two 2534
coaches in original boxes. Non matching set, some with round head rivets and others with glued on plates. The OBs are
generally worn but do have original inserts and original wrap for each car.
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373 Lionel prewar standard gauge 083 traffic signal and 080 semaphore, C6 with no fatigue.
374 Kasiner O gauge sleeper and All nation State of Maine boxcar kits in original boxes. Both kits date from the 1950’s and
are C8-9 and unbuilt.

375 Prewar items including T Reproductions 438 signal tower in original box with a few pin sized paint chips, American Flyer
bell ringing crossing signal, and reproduction golden TCA 50th lamp post. Sold as is shown in the photos.

376 Carlisle & Finch No. 3 Coal Mining Train for restoration. Includes a locomotive that has been repainted and might have
been resoldered at the joints. The three ore cars are in decent shape but one will need two nails to hold the hopper to the
frame. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

377 Group of Carlisle & Finch wooden track ties to include 20 wide ties and 23 thin ties that are for curves. Sold as-is as seen
in the photos with no returns.

378 Rare Carlisle & Finch No. 3 Mining Train original wooden box with label. The box does have some splitting to the wood
but the pieces that split fit right back into where they belong. The label was damaged by the splitting of the wood but is
still legible for the majority of the text. There is no lid to accompany the box. Measures 9 1/2 x 9 x 7 1/2 inches. Sold asis as seen in the photos with no returns.

379 Karl Bub tin mechanical B&O passenger train in original box. The set includes a clockwork 0-4-0 steam locomotive with
B&O tender and two passenger coaches as well as track, track locks and a pair of switches, C6. The OB is worn with all of
the sides of the lid missing but the lid has a beautiful and perfect label.

380 Bing 70/55/1 Cinematography in original box with three films that are labeled A. H. K. motion picture films, two are
western and one is comedy. The projector is in fabulous condition and has a new cord going to the light inside. It is
untested and may be missing a spool on which to catch the played film. There are partial instructions but they are printed
on very thin paper that is browned and brittle. The original box is in fantastic condition with a perfect label. Overall
appears to be C7 or better but we are not projector experts.

381 Group of Occupied Japan tin trains with locomotive marked EB5873 on the sides. Loco is missing four nuts to hold the
shell onto the frame. Also included are six passenger cars, tank car and a flat car. Trains are all C6 unless otherwise noted.

382 Lionel Postwar O gauge 497 coaling station and 175 rocket launcher parts, two 157 platforms (one modern era), two 26
bumpers, boxed 310 billboard set and ramp and cattle for a 3656 stock yard set. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.

383 Lionel Postwar O gauge 197 radar antenna and 253 block signal in original boxes. Both are complete with the exception of
a rubber foot from the 197 and C7 with original instruction sheets. Both original boxes are complete but do have some
shelf wear.

384 Marklin O gauge steam passenger set to include an electrically powered steam locomotive with R 919/0 tender, 18740 third
class coach and 18750 baggage car, C6.

385 Large Bing cast iron steam locomotive and six-wheel tender. Loco is 8 3/4 inches long and is mechanically powered but
untested. Both pieces have some surface rust that should clean up.

386 Group of European tin O gauge train cars to include seven Bing, on Bub and one unmarked cars. The lone passenger car is
the Bub piece and the gondola with doors on the sides is unmarked. These are all in the C6 range.

387 Group of eleven tin European O gauge rolling stock to include Bing, fandor and unmarked pieces. All are in C6 range.
The roof to the crane car is loose because the tabs to hold it in place are broken off.

388 Nine Issmayer O gauge passenger car and a tender. None are marked but most appear to be Issmayer except four which are
probably Bing, they have embossed frames whereas the other are just plain flat stamped steel. They all fall in the range of
C6.
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389 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam freight set to include a 5640 4-6-4 Hudson steam locomotive with a missing boiler
front and a twelve wheel New York Central tender with no missing or damaged steps. Freight cars to include 486 hopper,
476 gondola, 478 boxcar and 484 caboose. Everything is C6 unless otherwise noted. The loco is really nice outside of the
missing boiler front.

390 Four Bing O gauge ticket dispensers and a destination board, two of the dispensers still have some tickets in them and the
destination board works but has a loose glass window, C6 to C7.

391 American Flyer prewar O steam passenger set to include a 2-4-0 steam locomotive with a missing drive rod on one side but
very nice otherwise and a nice caboose. Also includes two Pullman and observation cars, all illuminated. Sold as-is as
seen in the photos with no returns.

392 Group of prewar American Flyer and Ives cast iron locomotives with tenders. Includes Ives 1118 electrically powered with
No. 17 tender. American Flyer locos are unmarked and one tender is marked 120. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.

393 Bing O gauge mechanical zeppelin toy, the clockwork is not operating properly but is complete, C6+.
394 Group of Lionel prewar O gauge rolling stock to include 2679 boxcar, 807 caboose, 2682 caboose, 2677 gondola, 2755
tank car and 3659 dump car, C6.

395 Group of Boxed American toy train items to include Lionel, American Flyer and Ives. Lionel items include 89 flag pole,
four 480-32, 671-75,703-10, two 453-48, 28-3, 41, L51, L432(R), 3927-50 and a box of connecting ties. American Flyer
items include a 424 rubber sleepers and a set of 688 switches. The remainder includes and Ives 203 transformer, General
Models Mac handcar and Borgfeldt Mainliner rubber railroad ties. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

396 Lionel prewar O gauge boxed 1073E set with extras. Set includes 1668E steam locomotive with 1689T in gunmetal, 1679,
1680, 1682, two 1690 and 1691. They have a film of a very sticky substance on them which I can only assume to be
nicotine, otherwise C6. OBs are worn and set box is missing both outer flaps.

397 Group of Lionel prewar O gauge rolling stock with three original boxes. Includes 803, 806, two 902, 257T, and three
1689W. OBs are for 902, 806 and 265T. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

398 Large group of Lionel and American Flyer original catalogs, most in good to very good condition. Includes some reprints
and many originals.

399 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge parts, wrapping paper and instruction sheets. Possibly 30 original instruction sheets,
three pieces of tape repaired wrapping paper and some loose parts. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

400 Group of toy and train collecting books to include 13 hard and soft cover books, all in very good to excellent condition.
Also includes a few smaller catalogs.

401 Seven past auction catalogs including Noel Barrett Ward Kimball 1 and 2 from 2004 and 2005, three Selzer catalogs and a
Sotheby’s catalog, all full color and in nice shape. Great for reference or just to look at.

402 Large group of Railroad books including Train Wrecks by Reed, several books by Beebe & Clegg. Eleven books in all
with ten being hardbacks with dust jackets, good to very good condition.

403 Six model and toy trains hardback books, four by Louis Hertz, four of the books have dust jackets, all are good to very
good.

404 Nine German toy trains reference books covering manufacturers such as Marklin, Bing, Bub and Carette. Includes five
hardback (four with dust jackets) and four soft cover books. Very good to excellent condition.

405 Nine toy and train collecting hardback books, eight with dust jackets and one in a hard sleeve, very good to excellent
condition.
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406 Ten Lexikon Historisches Blechspielzeug hardback reference books to include Band I.1.A., I.1.B., I.1.C., I.1.D., I.2.A., I.2.
B., I.2.C., II.1.A., III.1.A and IV.1.A. These cover toy trains mostly but later catalogs include tin toys. Manuifacturers
from germany and other European countries are the focus. All ten are in excellent condition but none have dust jackets.

407 Eight Lionel and Ives toy train collecting books, four with dust jackets. Three collecting books written by McComas and
Tuohy, the other by a TCA book committee and the last by Gerard Robinson. Three operating and repair books include
two Greenbergs All in very good to excellent condition.

408 Twelve Greenberg’s Guides to include five different Lionel, four different American Flyer, two different Ives and one book
containing information on Carlisle & Finch, Hafner and Dorfan. These are all in very good to excellent condition, seven
are hardback and five are soft bound.

409 Large group of British toy train collecting books to include manufacturers such as Hornby and Bassett-Lowke and an A-Z
book of British tin toy manufacturers. Includes all hardbound books, four about Hornby and three about Bassett-Lowke.
All but two have dust jackets and one of the two has a hard sleeve. All in very good to excellent condition.

410 Four Marklin, Bing and other train collector reference hardbacks as seen in the photos. The red cover Marklin book is a
soft cover, the other three are hardbacks. All four are very good to excellent.

411 Nice group of Bing toy train reference books to include three large hardback books including the 1898, 1906 and 1912
catalogues as well as soft bound books with such manufacturers as Marklin, Doll, Tipp Co and others. All are in very good
to excellent condition.

412 American Flyer prewar O gauge streamline set stripped and plated. A neat set but not original and missing any decals or
markings. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

413 Group of Lionel American Flyer and Dorfan empty boxes. Lionel boxes include 179 set box and 671, 1684, 2555, 601,
6417, 2654, 603 and 604 component boxes. Other boxes include two Dorfan and two American Flyer set boxes, the 1221
box has some switches and a transformer inside but the bottom is not original, just the lid. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

414 Group of Bing, Hornby and Bub empty boxes. Bing boxes include one very nice set box numbered 5139 with dividers and
track inside and another set box in rough condition with illegible label but both have great labels on the lid. Bub box is
very plain with a simple label Nr 1910/0/124. The Hornby boxes are all for components and include 42146 low sided
wagon, 42135 crane truck, 42155 gas cylinder wagon and A825 with accessories inside. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

415 Tin mechanical European toy train set in original box. No markings at all on the train except for Germany on the
removable pilot. Includes locomotive, tender and passenger coach as well as four curved sections of track, C7. OB is
complete with three split corners on the lid and dividers in the base.

416 Bing tin O gauge station with glass overhang, one of the overhang supports is loose, the fence on the left side is missing
and the insulators from on top are missing. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

417 Bing tin O gauge station with a missing glass overhang, one of the overhang supports is loose but still here to be
reattached, the fence and insulators are intact but there is considerable paint wear. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.

418 Ives standard gauge 113 tin lithographed station with painted roof and base. The walls are a fantastic C7-8 but the roof is
C6 and the base is C5 due to almost all of the paint missing.

419 Five Marklin O gauge rolling stock train cars to include an early gondola with coal load, middle period gondola with paper
label underneath and later items to include a gondola and two flat cars with what is likely a modern lumber load spanning
the two cars, C6
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420 Bing O gauge telegraph station with side canopies. Missing the eight poles to support the two canopies but the fence and
removable insulator are present. There is some paint wear but the station still looks nice, the base is bent pretty badly and
is very dirty with some paint missing. This is an electrically illuminated piece that also has candle holders inside. Sold asis as seen in the photos with no returns.

421 Bing tin lithographed passenger and freight stations. Both are very nice with great graphics but the freight station is
missing a chimney. The passenger station measures 14 1/2 x 6 1/2 x 6 1/2 inches. Both are C6.

422 Grouping of tin European semaphores and a pedestrian bridge. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
423 Group of Bing Bub and Fandor tin trains to include Fandor crane car, two Bub covered gondolas with brakeman house and
Bing items to include two covered gondolas and a flat car with chains that may be a lumber car, C6.

424 Two Bing standard gauge globe street lamps for parts or restoration. Includes three original and two reproduction globes
and all other original parts. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

425 Group of prewar tin European toy train street lights. Four are complete and one of the four has quick connect ends on the
wires. The two tallest pieces are for parts or repair and one is marked Bing and has a cast iron base. Sold as-is as seen in
the photos with no returns.

426 Bing O gauge 7102, 18 volt electrically powered, 0-4-0 steam locomotive and tender, C6.
427 Eight Bing and Fandor O gauge tin trains to include an unmarked tank car with a wooden frame, go with wooden sides,
explosives boxcar, wine barrel car that could be Bing or Bub, Fandor gondola with missing stakes and cover, stock car.
dump car and lumber car. All Bing unless otherwise noted. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

428 Bing 4-4-0 clockwork, 2663 steam locomotive with six-wheel tender, C6.
429 Five large boxes full of Lionel Postwar O gauge empty boxes. Includes all types of boxes in various states of condition
ranging from excellent all the way down to poor. Many are missing flaps as seen in the photos.

430 Group of prewar American Flyer O gauge trains to include 3110 and 3107 electric locomotives, two tenders, 1109 sand car,
1116 Chicago Burlington and Quincy sand car, 3046 lumber car and a crane car with cast iron derrick and boom. Sold asis as seen in the photos with no returns.

431 American Flyer prewar Empire Express set in original box. Set includes a clockwork steam locomotive with a home made
key, but the loco does work properly, tender and one coach, C6 Also includes eight sections of curved mechanical track.
The OB has been repaired by adding additional cardboard material to the inside to stiffen the boxes and the ends were
added to the lid. The insert divider is not original.

432 Mint sealed MTH 116 White/Red passenger station, the tape is slightly lifting off of the sides on the ends but it was never
opened, C9-10.

433 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 30 water tower, 195 flood light with red stamp underneath, 450
signal bridge, 252 crossing, two green 395 floodlight towers and a red 494 beacon, C6.

434 BLZ Paris France O gauge locomotive and 2 cars to include a wine keg car and a lumber car, C6.
435 Large group of Bing and others O gauge train crossings with gates. Some are complete while others are for parts. Most are
in nice shape but being sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

436 Large group of European tin train semaphores and cranes for parts, repair or use in current condition. Sold as-is as seen in
the photos with no returns.
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437 Large group of tin and cast iron steam locomotives and tenders to include mostly European trains but also includes an
American Flyer locomotive and two tenders. European manufacturers are represented by Bing, Bub, Marklin and Fandor.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

438 Group of European O gauge tin train accessories, most are marked Bing, one is Kibri and three are unmarked, nice
condition, overall in the C6 area.

439 Huge group of prewar O gauge trains for parts or repair, includes American and European manufacturers. Some items
better than others but a great lot nonetheless. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

440 Group of prewar German O gauge accessories for restoration. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
441 American Flyer prewar O mechanical Hummer set in original box. Includes steam locomotive that has a complete
mechanism but does not operate properly, No. 50 tender and Hummer coach as well as four curved sections of track, C6.
OB is complete with water stains and faded graphics and two split corners on the lid.

442 Group of train toys and unmarked O gauge trains such as an Arcor rubber train with steam locomotive, gondola, dump car
and caboose and Hoge streamline observation car. Also included are what could possibly be folk art army cannon car and
an articulated passenger set with an extra set of trucks. Both of these items have wood as components of their manufacture.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

443 Nine 1950’s Japan composition buildings and businesses to include RR station, store, Tel. office, baggage room, two
Banks and a gasoline station. The largest is 6 3/8” long and the shortest is 3 7/8” wide. The R.R. station is missing almost
the entire back due to damage but the rest are C7+.

444 Lionel prewar O gauge 1548 whistling passenger train in original box. Set includes a steam locomotive with whistle unit
that is not working properly (but may with a little work), tender, two coaches and an observation car as well as eight
sections of curved track, C6. OB has two split corners on the lid and none of the original dividers inside the box.

445 Group of Jep tin toy train cars and accessories to include three passenger coaches, bridge with approaches, rheostat and two
tin stations. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

446 Group of American prewar O gauge toy trains to include four cast iron steam locomotives, two tenders and two Empire
express coaches, C6. Three locos are electrically powered and one is mechanical, the tenders include an Ives No. 11 and an
American Flyer 121.

447 Group of prewar European and other tin train accessories to include mostly O gauge items but there are two larger items
that appear to be home made but may have been manufactured by a toy maker. The items are largely unmarked but a few
items are marked Hornby or Bing. Generally C6 with a few a little better and a few a little worse.

448 Group of Bing and other tin rolling stock for parts or restoration to include primarily passenger coaches but one
Pennsylvania caboose that is missing the cupola roof is included. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

449 Group of American Flyer prewar and postwar accessories to include a postwar S gauge log loader with controller. The rest
are prewar items and include three O gauge stations, water tank and block signal. This is a General Condition lot meaning
we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of
an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

450 Group of Bing and other prewar tin rolling stock to include all O gauge items such as seven passenger cars, three flat cars,
caboose and a tank car, generally in the C6 range.

451 Four Bub and Bing clockwork steam locomotives with two tenders. One is marked KBN and two are marked Bing but the
tallest locomotive is unmarked. The two larger locomotives work properly, the smallest is missing the spring and the
repainted one needs a very small key. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
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452 Two Bing electric steam locomotives with 1012 tenders. Both are C6 but may have some old paint touch ups.
453 Group of Built Rite small buildings and No. 202 Train Scenery set. The small buildings are all HO scale or smaller but the
scenery set is meant to be used with O gauge trains. C6.

454 Group of small tin toy train cars and accessories highlighted by Bub pantograph clockwork trollies and other various
clockwork locomotives and cars. Mainly European but the Unique control tower is an American item. Sold as-is as seen
in the photos with no returns.

455 Group of Britains lead and plastic farm animals and accessories. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

456 Group of 50 Britains and other lead figures for O gauge layouts, includes some with moveable arms, all vintage. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

457 Group of 43 Britains and other lead figures for O gauge layouts. all vintage, no reproductions. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

458 Group of composition and Lincoln Logs figures. Includes six unmarked, one Elastolin and one Lineol figures as well as
ten Lincoln Logs figures. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

459 Nice group of vintage lead benches and accessories to include carts, wheel barrows, luggage and various wood a slush
barrels. Also includes a plastic parking meter.

460 Nice group of lead winter figures and accessories to include skiers, skaters, sledders and seated folks as well as a sleigh.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

461 Two vintage lead and cast iron horse pulled toys. Both are unmarked, the medical wagon is missing a small piece and we
are unsure if the horses are original to the piece which is 8 inches long. The other car has a cast iron horse and a pressed
steel cart and is 7 3/4 inches long. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

462 Group of Pride Lines and other modern O gauge lead figures and accessories, all in great shape, C7-8.
463 Two Lehmann Rigi toys in OBs 900E electric and 9000 manual. Both have been used but are complete and in nice shape
with manuals and nice original boxes, C7.

464 Five European tin train station accessories, none are marked and the largest one is missing the opposite side that would be
attacked with metal rods and could have had a track piece as well. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

465 Unmarked European tin windmill with hammer steam toy, possibly, Bing or Doll Et Cie. The top of the windmill has some
repairs but otherwise a fantastic toy. Base measures 10 x 5 5/8 inches, stands 9 inches tall, C7.

466 Group of European tin train accessories and parts to include three bumpers, gantry crane, Bing turnstile, crossing bell and
shack with semaphore as well as several loose insulators. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

467 Beautiful Fandor tin lithographed train station, base measures 7 3/8 x 3 1/4 inches, stands 5 inches tall, C7+.
468 Nice group of Bing prewar tin train accessories to include a pedestrian bridge, water tower, airplane accessory tower but no
airplane, stationary crane and a larger than standard gauge mail box. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6 to C6+ with the possibility of an item
or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

469 Unmarked European tin lithographed train accessory with semaphore and bell ringer. The semaphore is manually operated,
the bell ringer is automatic but is not currently working properly and the lower rail on the fence is missing. The base
measures 10 1/4 x 5 7/8 inches, stands 11 3/4 inches tall, C7.
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470 Seven European tin lithographed O gauge accessories to include one track end bumper, two freight stations, two passenger
stations, ticket office and a large house. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

471 Early Marklin O gauge hand painted passenger platform, no missing parts and minor paint wear. One sign is marked
Ausgang the other is marked Kein Durchgang, C7.

472 Seven European tin lithographed train accessories to include three small houses, one with a wind up bell inside that is
actuated with the presence of a train on the track, three freight stations and a news stand. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

473 Scarce early Bing rheostat with two original lamps, likely missing wires with two plugs, C6+.
474 Bing Kibri & Fandor O gauge accessories to include three news stands and two rolling news carts, breakfast kiosk,
cigarette kiosk, men’s restroom and passenger station. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

475 Group of five tin lithographed O gauge buildings to include two Chein stations, Bing passenger platform and two
unmarked items, one being a public restroom and the other is a small embossed station. The restroom item has some issues
and the Bing items is missing two roof finials, overall C6-7.

476 Three European tin lithographed bridges with approaches. Includes one trestle bridge marked Bing with a nearly identical
one with only Bing markings on the track, those two share one set of approaches. the other small bridge with approaches is
for two rail mechanical trains since it is not insulated. Overall C6 on all parts included.

477 Three tin lithographed O gauge bridges with two sets of approaches. One bridge has a piece of Ives track and two
unmarked approaches, another bridge is missing the track but is marked Bing underneath with two rail approaches and the
last one has a piece of Bing track but no markings otherwise and no approaches. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.

478 Bing standard gauge trestle bridge with approaches, C6+.
479 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock with some original boxes to include two 6561, 3451, 6424, 6415, 6445,
2420, 6362, three 6456, a badly damaged glossy 6456 with yellow lettering and a 3462 with a missing axle and two wheels.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

480 Group of Hornby O gauge trains and track bumper to include three mechanical and one electrically powered steam
locomotives, two tenders, two gondola Esso oil barrel flat car and Fyffes banana car. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

481 Bing and Marklin gauge 1 rolling stock to include a Marklin goods wagon and a Bing tipping lithographed coal car, C6-.
482 Group of Bing O gauge rolling stock freight to include three covered gondolas Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Co hopper,
75880 tipping car, gondola with brakeman’s house, stock car, two tank cars, beer car and an unidentified car with four
opening doors on each side but missing two latches on one side. All eleven are in the C6 range.

483 Ten nice Bing O gauge passenger cars to include four New York Central cars, two Pennsylvania cars and four unmarked
cars.

All ten fall into the C6 range.

484 Three Bing O gage electric locomotives, two are 3238 New York Central center cabs. one is missing a pilot and everything
from the roof, the other is unmarked. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
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485 Five Germany tin lithographed passenger cars including one Bub Pennsylvania Lines coach and four other unmarked cars,
C6.

486 Group of prewar metal and paper mache O gauge tunnels. One is made by Marklin but the rest are unmarked. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

487 Lionel Postwar O gauge dealer service ST-311 wheel puller with two steel pins, C7.
488 Lionel Postwar O gauge 602 Seaboard and 622 Santa Fe NW-2 switchers, C6.
489 Lionel 224 2-6-2 and 736 2-8-4 steam locomotives with 2046W and 6466 tenders. Locomotives are C6, 2046W is missing
a step and the 6466 is missing the whistle unit.

490 Lionel modern O gauge 2360 Pennsylvania GG1, C7.
491 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2046 4-6-4 Hudson and 221 2-6-4 steam locomotives with 2046W and 221T tenders, C6.
492 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3927 track cleaning car with two original bottles and 68 executive inspection car, C6.
493 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock to include 671 tender with no whistle unit, two 6414 with reproduction
autos, 6464-525, 6457, 2461, 3462, 3359 and 6175. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

494 Group of Lionel prewar and postwar accessories and parts. Prewar items to include 91 circuit breaker, 57 street lamp, 69
crossing bell, 58 street lamp and 76 signal. Postwar items include 313 Bascule bridge, 456 coal ramp, 397 coal loader 415
diesel fueling station and parts to a 175 rocket launcher. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

495 Lionel prewar steam locomotives and tenders to include 225E 2-6-2 with 2235W, 289E 2-4-2 with 1588W and 1688E 2-6
-2 with non-whistle sheet metal tender, C6.

496 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6100 series flat cars, one light gray, one dark gray and one red and two 6362 wheel cars one with
serif and one with sans serif lettering, C6-7.

497 Group of tin train accessories for parts or restoration to include a standard gauge American Flyer station, Bing tin
lithographed station and other items. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

498 Marx tin lithographed O gauge Commodore Vanderbilt mechanical train set plus Hubley and Manoil diecast cars and a set
of toy boulevard lamp posts in original box, C6.

499 Group of Flex-I-Track boxed items to include self setting switches, viaduct elevated crossing and a nice roll of boxed track
as well as several rolls of loose track, C7-8.

500 American Flyer prewar O gauge Hiawatha steam passenger set to include steam locomotive and tender plus non matching
1205 baggage and two 1306 passenger coaches, C6.

501 Entire table full of toy train parts, accessories and track. Includes two Lionel Z prewar transformers, lots of clean O gauge
track, some standard gauge track, lots of original and some reproduction parts, an entire tackle box full of repair tools as
well as modern collectibles and layout scenery and a boxed Hornby HO scale train set. Approximately 200 lbs of various
prewar, postwar and modern items. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns. The lot is extremely large and heavy
and is therefore for pickup only.

502 Lionel prewar and postwar O gauge tinplate passenger cars to include 2440, 2442, 6440, 6441, 2642 and 2643. Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

503 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam passenger set to include 681 steam turbine, 2046W Pennsylvania tender, 2421, 2423 and
2429 passenger cars, C6.
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504 American Flyer prewar O gauge Mystic station with crane and a smaller suburban station, C6.
505 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set in original boxes to include 259E 2-4-2 steam locomotive and 259T tender, two
607 Pullman and 608 observation cars in peacock blue. One roof is missing a screw and the boiler domes have dents, C6.
OBs are square and solid but missing flaps and have tape repairs.

506 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge flat cars to include two 6511, 6800, 6801, 6804, 6806, 6807, two 6808, 6809, two 6819,
6821 and 6175. Some are missing wheels and is is missing an entire truck assembly. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with
no returns.

507 Lionel prewar O gauge 264E Commodore Vanderbilt with 257T tender, 653 hopper, 654 tank car and 620 floodlight car
with three worn original boxes. Loco, tender and floodlight car are C6, the other two are C6-.

508 Lionel prewar O gauge boxed accessories to include 56 and 58 lamp posts, 025 illuminated bumper and 83 traffic crossing
signal, C6 with worn OBs.

509 Large group of Lionel prewar O gauge rolling stock and 2 locomotives with two worn original boxes. Includes a restored
248 and original 253 box cab electric locomotives, 529, 530 , three 806, 804, three 831, three 807, three 804 and 902.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

510 Minty boxed Lionel prewar O gauge lamp posts to include two 53 in C9-10 and a 58 in C7+, all three have nice original
lamps and the box

511 Two American Flyer prewar O gauge 724 Army unloading cars in original boxes that are correctly marked on the ends.
One has a sticker with yellow lettering on the black frame and the other has a decal with silver lettering on the yellow tray.
Both boxes are correctly marked and have one sealed end. One box includes three thin inserts and one with a hole in it.
The other box has only one thin insert. Both include a track section and one has a control button and a track connector.
Both Tootsietoy armored cars are original, one is gray with silver painted guns, the other is painted silver with red guns,
one has flat spots on the tires, the other has a wobbly rear tire. Overall C7-8 on these sets.

512 American Flyer prewar O gauge passenger set to include 1218 center cab, 1200 baggage and two 1201 coaches, C6.
513 Nice Lionel Postwar O gauge ZW transformer in original box with inserts and original instruction sheet, C7-8.
514 Lionel prewar O gauge accessories to include 438 signal tower, 157 station platform, 160 mottled coal bin and 106 bridge
with approaches, C6.

515 Lionel Postwar O gauge 0470 missile platform, 6448 exploding target boxcar with very worn original box, and 3830
Submarine flat. C6-7.

516 Lionel Postwar O gauge TCA and LCCA early freight cars. Includes TCA 6464-1970 with original box, 6436-1969 TCA
hopper with original box, two 6167-1967 TTOS hoppers, TCA 6464-1965 boxcar a bit of light rust on door guides, 6464
-1971 TCA Disneyland boxcar, 9701 LCC 1972 double door boxcar, and 6017 1968 TTOS Boston and Maine caboose.
Trains are in C7+ to nice C8 condition with the exception of the mentioned rust on the door guides. Boxes complete with
all flaps attached, hopper box has some crush damage. Great group of club cars.

517 Lionel Postwar O gauge passenger cars including 2442 Clifton vista with original box, two 2446 Summit observations, and
2423 Hillside observation. C6-7 no major chips, cracks or breaks on the cars. Box has all flaps attached.

518 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2331 Virginian FM Trainmaster diesel locomotive. Typical screw cracks, one screw in the rear is
larger than an original. Clean battery compartment. Lower C7 condition.

519 Lionel Postwar O gauge operating cars including 6550 missing missile, small winder 3419 broken brake wheel, good tail
rotor on copter but broken windshield, small winder 3419 broken tail rotor, small winder 3419 replacement tail rotor, 6448
missing pin, 6470 with damaged sides, 6448 missing one side, and small winder 3419 without chopper. Sold as is shown in
the photos with no returns.
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520 Lionel Postwar O gauge operating cars including 3562-25 Santa Fe gray barrel car, 3562-75 orange Santa Fe barrel car
with original box, 3362, 6361, and 3362 helium tank dump flats,3361-55 log dump flat, two 3461 log dump cars, 3656
stock car, and three 3656 stock cars with Armour red star sticker. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

521 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464 boxcar lot including two 6464-50 M & St. L, two 6464-175 Rock Island, 6464-75 Rock
Island, and two 6464-150 Missouri Pacific. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every
item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned. Partial original boxes included for -275, -275, and -150.

522 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars including 3484-25 Santa Fe operating boxcar, 3494-275 Bangor and Aroostook State
of Maine operating boxcar, three 6468-25 New Haven double door boxcars, two 6468 Baltimore and Ohio double door
boxcars, 6818 flat only, 6660 flat with crane, 6501 jet motor boat flat with original boat, 6801 with brown deck boat, and
6801 with 6801-60 blue hull boat. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in
the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or
higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

523 Lionel and Marx Postwar O gauge steam locomotive lot. 22 locomotives include the following numbers 1615, 2026, 2026,
2037, 1666, 8625, 242, 2037, 1664, unnumbered 2-6-2, 490, 8304, 686, 1662, 2018, 8635, 675, 2026, 2025, 2025, and 247.
Notable tenders include 1689W, 654W, LCCA 76-77 meet special, 2203T, 2671W, 6026T, 6460W, 1689T, 2466WX,
2466WX, 6466WX, 2466W, and others. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

524 Lionel 250 watt type Z transformers in various states of completion and condition. Nine transformers total. Sold as is
shown in the photos with no returns.

525 Lionel Postwar O gauge transformer lot including five 150 watt type V, twelve TW / style many missing name plates, and
150 watt VW. Transformers in various states of completion and condition. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

526 Lionel Postwar O gauge paper lot including 55 instructions and assembling and operating manuals from various years, also
another 10 inch thick stack of papers with instruction sheets, Kellogg's books, and much more. Sold as is shown in the
photos.

527 Lionel Postwar O gauge ECU-1 Electronic Control set controllers both with original cords and Electronic Control set
original instructions. C6.

528 Lionel Postwar O gauge uncataloged A608-6 set with original set box. Includes 246 loco, 1130T tender, 6062 gondola,
6825 flat with trestle bridge, and 6175 flat missing the rocket. Set is in generally C6 to low C7 condition. See photos for
best description.

529 Lionel caboose lot including prewar, postwar and MPC items. Twenty cars total including unnumbered yellow work
caboose, 9077, repainted SP style, 657, 6017, 25044, 4209, 6017, 6017, 1007, 1007, 16544, 6017, 6037, 1007, 6047, 6417
NYZ, 9062, 6517, and 2257. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

530 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-250 Western Pacific boxcar with 1957 TCA plate in door guides, body is really nice C8,
however a bit of flash rust on the coupler tabs on the underside. Original box has all flaps attached and is square although
slightly sun faded.

531 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2552 Canadian Pacific Skyline 500 vista dome. C6.
532 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight car lot. Twenty cars include the following numbers 2420 DL&W, 2454 Pennsylvania, 2465
Sunoco, 2361 Van Camps, 2465 Sunoco, 1005 Sunoco, 6413 Mercury, 6436-1969 damaged by spreader bar, 6476 Lehigh
Valley, 6050 Lionel Savings Bank, flat with pipes, 6519 Allis Chalmers, 6465 Cities Service, 2458 Pennsylvania, 6425
Gulf, unnumbered brown flat, 6560 Lionel Lines, 2361 Van Camps, 6411 in original box, and 6462 in original box. This is
a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.
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533 Huge lot of trains, parts and more. Highlights include large box of 022 switches, controllers and parts. Two boxes filled
with Lionel new old stock Power Passers slot car track and controllers, box filled with MPC trains, and a box filled with
parts from Lionel and other various O gauge items. See photos for best description. Sold as is with no returns.

534 Lionel Postwar O gauge operating milk and cattle cars. Large group includes five 3472 milk cars, 3462 milk car, five milk
platforms, twelve 3656 operating stock cars, ten operating corrals, yellow tray is a repaint, and various other parts for the
corrals. Sold as is shown in the photos with no returns.

535 American Flyer postwar S gauge passenger cars including: red stripe cars 962, 963, 962, and 960, blue stripe 960 and 962,
and silver 963. C5-6 and a body only for a 962.

536 Lionel prewar O gauge 2226W twelve wheel tender with no broken or missing steps, needs a good cleaning, C6 but may
clean to C7 or better.

537 American Flyer, Bing and Ives prewar O gauge water towers. The Bing and one Ives tower are complete. One Ives and
the American Flyer tower are both missing the spout, string and weight. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

538 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories, parts and envelopes. Several accessories in OBs as well as several empty
and a few full packets and quite a few loose parts. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

539 Group of Lionel prewar O gauge street lamps and 2 original boxes to include two 54 double gooseneck in pea green, seven
57 lamps, two yellow and five orange, 56 and four 35 lamps, C6. Includes a nice box for the 56 and a worn box for a 35.

540 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge boxes accessories to include L53 lamps, two 0209, two 153C, two 36, 88, seven 41, two
38-85, two 95 and 671-75, 919 grass and several bags each of 206 and 207 coal. Also includes a box with connecting ties
and another with a switch controller and lantern. Not all boxes or bags are full or complete, in person inspection is
suggested. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

541 Lionel Postwar O gauge 394 and 494 rotating beacons (one with a lantern and the other without) and 395 floodlight tower
in original boxes. Includes two original instruction sheets, inspection slip and two unused wires, C6-7. All three original
boxes are complete but do have some inner tape repairs.

542 Group of eleven Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock to include 6475, 6430, 3460, three 6362, 6476 red, 638-2361, 6119,
6424 (no autos) and 6457, C6.

543 Nice group of Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock to include 3461 log car, 6119 D.L. & W. work caboose, two 6457
cabooses, 6476 Lehigh Valley hopper and 2472 Pennsylvania caboose, C7. OBs are nice to worn, includes one for each
car except the 6119.

544 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge operation and action cars to include 3444 Erie, two 3456 Norfolk and Western hoppers,
3656, 3562 barrel car, 33598 dump car, 3620 and 6520 searchlight cars, 2420 D.L. & W. caboose, 3472 milk car with
platform and 3469 dump car, C6. Includes OBs for 3469, 2420, 3620, 6520, 3359, 3472 and 3444, they range from nice to
worn with missing flaps.

545 Group of loose and boxed Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock to include 2257, two 6257, 6415, 3620, 6454, 6119, 6462,
6262 and 6014 red Bosco. Includes OBs for 2257 and both 6257. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

546 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge military & space cars with two original boxes to include 3419 (no helicopter), 6650 (no
missile), 3665, 3519, 6823, 6844 (no missiles) and 6448; these include rough 6448 and 6650 original boxes. Sold as-is as
seen in the photos with no returns.

547 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock to include 6468-25, 3462, two 6650, 6465, 3469, 2419, black 6462, 6076,
two 6517, 3413, 6561, red 6462, two 3562-25, 3409, 6446-25 and four 6414. Virtually every car has damage or missing
parts. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

548 Two American Flyer prewar standard gauge Central Stations, C6.
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549 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam freight set to include 4603 steam locomotive and tender set, C7+ and rolling stock
such as 231 Texaco tank car, 3046 log car, 3009 dump car, 229 boxcar and 232 caboose, C6.

550 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2426W tender, needs a good cleaning and hs a chunk missing from the coal pile. Sold as-is as
seen in the photos with no returns.

551 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 77N crossing gates in original boxes, C7. One OB is a brick with original insert, the other is
missing some inner flaps and has an inner tape repair.

552 Lionel prewar O gauge 045 automatic gateman in original box with inspection slip and original 1936 instruction sheet, C7.
OB is in nice shape with a perfect label and all flaps intact and the bottom is sealed.

553 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger set to include 252 center cab electric locomotive, two 529 Pullman and 530 observation
cars, C6.

554 Lionel Ives transition standard gauge 1771 lumber car, C6.
555 Lionel prewar standard gauge rolling stock to include 517 caboose, 516 hopper, 514 boxcar, 520 floodlight car, 219 derrick
crane and 332 mail car, C6.

556 Restored Lionel prewar standard gauge 1835 steam locomotive in original box with insert. Rewheeled and restored to look
C7. OB is complete, intact with no tape repairs and still sealed on the bottom.

557 Group of small tin train buildings stations and platforms to include manufacturers such as Bing, Hornby and American
Flyer. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

558 Group of Lionel prewar O and standard gauge accessories to include 89 flag pole, 90 flag staff, 63 lamp post, two 58 street
lamps and two lamps with scalloped shades. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

559 Group of Lionel prewar set boxes to include 269W, 7006BX, 294, 249 lid only for 294, 133 and 240E. Sold as-is as seen
in the photos with no returns.

560 Group of boxed Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 410, 253, 169, 168 (no box),UCS, 112-150, 195, 3424-100,
310, 020, 140, 151, 151, 152, 89, 89, 314, 154 and 154. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

561 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge track, switches and remote tracks. Includes three 760 tubular track sets, three sets of
1121 remote switches, 042 left hand switch, three RCS, three UCS and one 1019 remote control track sections. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned. OBs range from very nice to worn with missing flaps.

562 Group of Lionel Postwar O boxed accessories to include 111, 310, three 154, 89, 152, 450, two 151 (one without a box)
and five 252. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

563 Large group of Lionel Postwar O gauge boxed rolling stock to include four 6462, three 6456, two 6415, 6472, 6656, 6561,
2411, 6362, 6467, 6436-110, 3464, 6464-425, 6017, 6037, 6257, 6257-50 and 6457. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned. The
boxes range from nice and complete to worn with missing flaps.

564 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge operating cars in original boxes to include two 3472, two 3461, 3520, 3620, 3461, 3927
and 3456. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned. The boxes range from nice and complete to worn with missing flaps.
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565 Large group of Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock to include 6059, 6456, 6462, 6014, 6415, 6825, 6472, 6119-25, 3370,
2411, 6454, 2458, 2465, 2452, 2457, 6826 and 6476. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

566 American Flyer postwar S gauge cars including 732 operating baggage, C2001 Post boxcar, 641 Frisco gondola, 935
caboose, 938 caboose, 638 caboose, 806 caboose, 630 Reading caboose, 24065 New York Central boxcar, 913 Great
Northern boxcar, 631 T&P gondola, mine car, 24125 Bethlehem Steel gondola, and a caboose body. Sold as is shown in
the photos with no returns.

567 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6520 operating searchlight with original green generator. Lower C7 condition.
568 Lionel prewar O gauge 238 black steam locomotive. Lower C7 condition with a few small paint chips and light rust on the
tender drawbar. Tender will need rewired.

569 American Flyer postwar S gauge tough 24558 Canadian Pacific flat with original trees. Build date of 10-30. No stakes
included. Car is in wonderful C8+ condition with no major signs or running or handling.

570 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories including 156 station platform with only one broken fence spear, two 494 beacon
towers missing bulbs and heads, two 145 gateman, two 045 gateman, 66 whistle controller in original box, 252 crossing
gate, 92 circuit breaker in original box 3356-100 horses in original boxes, two 3656-9 cattle car figure sets with original
boxes, and two pairs of 112 remote super O switches, one incorrect OB, and only two controllers both needing wires.

571 Lionel modern O gauge steam locomotives including 8101 Chicago and Alton steam locomotive, 2000 2-4-2 Lionel Lines
steam locomotive, and 8005 Santa Fe general steam locomotive. Locomotives are generally C7.

572 Lionel modern O gauge 8970 Pennsylvania F-3 A-A diesel locomotive set in original box. C8 condition with run time.
573 K Line and Williams diesel locomotives including Williams Union Pacific F unit A-B set, one missing truck side frame,
and K Line TCA K-2107 and 2107D TCA Alco A-A power and dummy set. Trains are generally C7 condition.

574 Modern O gauge freight cars from Lionel and KMT. Twenty five cars include 7705 Canadian Toy Fair reefer, 9303 log
dump Union Pacific flat, 9770 TTOS Northern Pacific boxcar, 9016 Chessie hopper, 36250 New York Central boxcar,
9209 Burlington Northern boxcar, 9809 Clark reefer, 6315-1972 TCA tank car, 9158 Penn Central flat, 9400 Conrail
boxcar, 9210 Baltimore and Ohio double door boxcar, two 36114 Wabash reefers, 7816 Toy Fair boxcar, 9125 Norfolk and
Western auto rack, 9133 Burlington Northern flat, two 9127 LCCA Tag boxcars, 9302 Louisville and Nashville
searchlight, 5702 Dispatch reefer, KMT TCA Midwest 1974 convention car, KMT 1981 TTOS convention car, KMT Rock
Island TTOS Mid Central stock car, KMT 1979 Northeast division boxcar, and New York Central whistle tender missing
wheel sets. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

575 Lionel Postwar O gauge huge lot of boxes. The following numbers are included 3520, 6520, 6062, UCS, 2353T, 6465,
2671W, 3656, 6356, 6446, 646-10, 6017, 2046W, 145, 145, 50, 252, 51, 3461, 67, 6560-25, 6346, KW, 3361, 1023, 362
-78, 3461X, 6457, 6427-1, 309, 022, 2046W, 022, 1022, 309, 2257, 151, 1022, 2321-82, 215 standard gauge, KW, 93,
1024, two original sheets of wrap, 1613S flat pack set box, 247, 247T, 6819, 6821, 6017-1, 6826, 1022 with switches in the
box, 0209, 70, 1043, 6415, 6420, 3519, 1615T, and 6561. Boxes range from complete to missing all flaps. Sold as is shown
in the photos.

